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Twenty-Pound Lobster Is Caught By Capt. John
Coffin of Port Clyde

Capt. John Coffin of Port Clyde
claims the record lobster for 1936.
While hauling in his trawl, Capt.
Coffin brought up a 20 pounder
which was in very good condition
despite its age.
Although it is illegal to catch and
-*• R
* keep a lobster over five inches the
•••
Real Improvement ls of slow ■— skipper knew that Commissioner
growth only. —Seneca
Rodney E. Feyler of the Department

of Sea and Shore Fisheries had re
quested fishermen to keep abnormal
specimens for examination, and
brought it ashore.
The big fellow is being mounted
and will be on display ait the De
partment offices. It will probably be
named “Captain John.” The Depart
ment also has a small bright blue
lobster which Is being mounted.

BRIDGE BIDS OPENED structure, $355,190, was that of the
Are you noticing those tiwo brilliant
John A. Roebling Copany of Trenton,
planets ln the southwestern heavens
N. J. Other bids were:
New
Jersey
Company
Low

eary in the evening?
The Bethlehem Steel Company of
est For the Deer Isle-Sedg Bethlehem. Penna., $387,970.
The Taylor-Fisher Construction
wick Bridge
Company of New York City, $469,317.
Four bids for the superstructure
The American Bridge Company of
and one for the substructure of the Pittsburg. Penna., $461,000.
A newly renovated house—all mod
The Federal Government, which
new Deer Isle-Sedgwick bridge were
ern, with garage, located In the
opened at the Hancock County Court ' Provided a grant and a Joan to the
heart of the city—to let at—
House Tuesday, and that for thc , Bridge District to pay for the bridge
substructure, submitted by P. Perrlnl1 recently granted a years extens,on of
$16 per month
I time for beginning of actual work
of South Framingham. Mass., at a ;
on the structure.
figure of $789,000. was rejected im
ALAN L. BIRD
mediately. Thc other four bids were
TEL. 130,
ROCKLAND
taken under consideration.
135-137
A Washington despatch says: “Wil
The lowest figure for the superliam Curtis Bok of Philadelphia,
grandson of the late Cyrus H. K. Curi
! tis, former head of the Curtis Pub! lishing Company, which publishes
The Saturday Evening Post, was men
tioned here today in informed circles
THOMASTON GYM
as a likely appointee to the United
THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL
States embassy at Moscow, which has
Boyz’ and Girls' Teams
been vacant since William C. Bullitt
VS.
i resigned to take over the American
THOMASTON HIGH ALUMNI
embassy at Paris on the death of
Boys and Girls augmented by Rockland High School Alumni
Ambassador Jesse Isidor Straus of
FIRST GAME 7.30—CLIFF FELT, REFEREE
New York."
.

FINE HOME TO LET

BASKETBALL
FRIDAY NIGHT, NOVEMBER 13

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, November 1 2, 1936

WILL SPEAK TO GRANGERS

At the night meeting of
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
with Meguntirook Grange in
Camden Saturday night, under
the direction of the host Grange
lecturer, the guest speaker will
be the well known Maine author
Lincoln Colcord of Searsport
will speak on “The History of
Shipbuilding Days on the Pe
nobscot Bay.” Mr. Colcord's in
terest in seafaring begins with
his childhood days, and he has
been making an intensive study
of Penobscot Ray data with a
view to preserving that import
ant history. Mr. Colcord will
speak ,at 8 o'clock, and nonGrange members who are in
terested in this particular sub
ject are invited.

LAWLESS VS. POULIN
Head This Week’s Boxing
Bill—Jawcracker Favreau
In Semi-Final
Johnny Lawless outlived the long
reach punches of the tall, dark boy
last Friday night, but it will need all
of his skill to escape punishment
when he tackles Gabby Poulin ln this
week's main bout at the Tillson
Avenue Stadium. The crowd asked
for this bout, and Oliver promptly

matched 'em up.
Cracker Favreau. whose new title Is
Jawcracker Favreau, will have to be
on his mettle when he meets Danny
Rupp, that smart Gardiner boy who
took so well with the fans when he
was here a year ago.
Popeye Manta is going to meet Seth
Parker again, and the result will
show whether he put Seth out with
a lucky punch, or whether he is too
many guns for the namesake of the
radio star.
They are bringing Joe Mandell down
from Bangor to take the measure of
Walter Reynolds.
Eddie Colson and Barney Brann will
“hist'' the curtain.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Five Thousand Pounds of Seed Lobsters Placed And the Help They Want Is Rockland Brawn At
Hosmer’s Pond Sunday
In Government Pound There
As a part of its plans for the arti
ficial rearing of lobsters, the Depart
ment of Sea and Shore Fisheries,
under Commissioner Rodney E. Fey
ler. Tuesday placed 5,000 pounds of
seed lobsters In the U. S. Government
pound at Pemaquid. The “seeders”
will be maintained until spring and
then utilised in the hatching and
rearing activity at the Federal
Hatchery at Boothbay Harbor.
The U. S. Bureau of Fisheries has
offered the facilities of the Boothbay plant to the Department for the
purpose of getting its lobster con
servation and propagation program
launched. The matter of a State
rearing plant will be brought up the
next session of Legislature and

fishermen and dealers alike are sup
porting the measure.
Tuesday's event marked an Im
portant step In the rehabilitation of
Maine's great lobster industry which
has fallen from 19,000,000 pounds ln
1914 to less than 5,000,000 in 1935.
Thc lobsters were brought from a
Hancock county pound by truck.
They were carefully placed in the
pound which has been completely re
paired and put Into first class condt
tion.
Active ln this work were Commis
sioner Feyler, Supt. Thomas Dorr of
the Boothbay Hatchery Dick Reed of
the Department and Wardens
Charles S. Coughlin, Walter Sim
mons, Clarence Merservy of Bluehill.

Enthusiasm and co-operation in
developing the winter sports area at
Hosmer's Pond continue to grow by
leaps and bounds. A more striking
example of team work and team play
is difficult to picture. Last Sunday,
111 volunteer workers were as busy
as beavers. Just before the last roof

UTTLEHALE GRAIN MILL GUTTED
The so-called “Llttlehale grain were aware of the nearness of the
mill" on Park street, was swept by fire until they found the street filled
with hose lines at the end of the
fire yesterday afternoon with a huge
afternoon show.
holiday crowd in attendance to ap
The fire was quite evidently of in
plaud the work of the firemen in cendiary origin, possibly at the hands
handling a large and spectacular but of vicious children or tramps, because
not especially serious blaze as the when the original blaze was well un
property had been abandoned several der control a second fire was discov
years
ered ln an adjacent section of the
As the old mill nestles among sev building separated by two doors and
eral other large wooden structures a passageway The property is said
Cliief Russell used eight hose lines to be owned by the Knox County
with 3000 feet of hose. The third Grain Co. and was of small value.
storj' and roof were ablaze when the There was no insurance. The elevator
firemen arrived but the flame soon tower was pulled off by the firemen
failed under that deluge of water. to prevent possibility of its falling
So quietly did the department work later and inflicting possible injuries
that few patrons of Park Theatre'to passers-by.

COURT STARS EARLY ASTIR

Basketball Season Opens In Thomaston Friday
Night—The Outlook There

The boys and girls of Thomaston ( from last year's championship club.
High School will open the 1936-37' Day, Anderson. Merrill Jealous, and
Saturday Night, Nov. 14 [ basketball season In this section C. Delano all played on the Junior
• when they meet the Alumni team at varsity and in a few varsity games.
Glover Hall, Warren
I the TBS. gym Friday night. The This group with the addition of
FOUR-PIECE ORCHESTRA
J THS. alumnae girls will be aug Bernard Delano, a freshman, will
BANKING
mented by Rockland High School make up this year's club.
The forward positions will be taken
I girls.
| Coach Sturtevant lost only two care of by Day. Merrill, Anderson,
girls by graduation, but these two and C. Delano. Guards will be the
NOTICE!
were Captain Barbara Feyler and veterans Art Upham, Elwell and
Anne Jacobs. Miss Feyler was an Jealous. The pivot position ls a tossall-state forward and Was the lead up between the Delano brothers. If
ing scorer in the League for two Bernard plays center. "Chet" will al
ternate in a forward position. Both
seasons.
UNION, ME.
1 “Styvie" has a habit of producing are rangy and are excellent shots.
November 15 1.00 P. M. I winning teams and with Captain Jack. In meeting the Alumni boys, they
135-137 ; Felt. Bradlee, Condon, H. Johnson, will meet practically the same team
I Coates, and Davis as a nucleus for that won the Knox and Lincoln
I his 1936-37 teafh should produce a League Championship. Libbey and
winning club. Some very promising Woodcock will take care of the for
material in the Freshman Class has ward positions, “Gil” Delano will
reported for practice. It looks like control the center, and Ray Upham
a big year for the Black and White and Art Johnson will play the back
court berths.
lassies!
Graduation was very disastrous to Two good games are in store for
Coach Wood, taking with it, Libbey, basketball fans Friday night,
Oil Delano, Captain Art Johnson and great deal of Interest is aroused for
Woodcock. Only Art Upham is back i these two games

MEN AND WOMEN OF ROCKLAND!
There is nearing completion in this city a splendid
Community Building, made possible through the generosity
of the Y. M. C. A. Directors and the co-operation of the

SOUTHERN WINTER

CRUISE

Federal and City authorities.
Our immediate task is to properly equip
this institution that it may adequately serve every
Boy and Girl, Man and Woman, Home and Busi
ness House in this community.

It means the immediate raising of several thousands of
dollars. It means hard work and lots of it. It means
sustained and maybe thankless toil. But—it also means
the doing of a fine public service—the experience of work
ing shofilder to shoulder for the common good—and plenty
good fun in the bargain.

CONTEST
«> Q

Ask For Your Votes
in contest stores
One vote with every 25c
♦♦♦♦
Trade At Contest Stores
PERRY’S MAIN ST. MARKET
PERRY'S PARK ST. MARKET

THIS IS A CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS
I have been drafted by the Mayor for this job. It calls
for a ‘‘Committee of Twenty-One" for shock troop duty,
and a group, at least one hundred strong, of willing , inter
ested reserves. The organization must be completed and
ready to go a week from today. Go up, look at and go
inside the new building, and then if you are willing to work
on this job, notify the undersigned or telephone the Mayor’s
office—Rockland 957.

JOHN M. RICHARDSON.

‘‘A people without the vision perish”

given by Mrs. Lenora Cooper and
embraced a varied assortment of
Universalist Workers To happenings in the religious field. It
was the Circle’s pleasure to have
Have Donation Day For present Miss Annie E Ervine of
Round Pond, a new member, also
Home For Aged Women
president of the Fortnightly Club of
The Universalist Mission Circle that town, who gave a thoughtful
meeting Tuesday had 25 members re paper on St. Augustine, as the flrst
sponding to roll call. In the business in the study of the saint, but touched
session prefacing the devotional ex upon the place given him in famous
ercises and program, mention was art and also upon the indelible im
made of Donation Day for the Home print made by his beautiful charac
for Aged Women which will take ter and teachings. In keeping with
place on Tuesday before Thanksgiv- the paper a Te Deum was sung by
ing, and a motion was made to have J Mrs. Lowe and Mrs. Katherine
a “shower" of canned goods, pre-! Veazie with Miss Margaret G. Stahl
i the Piano
serves, jellies, jams, etc, Circle mem- ! at
bers to take their donations to the Social hour and tea drinking were
in charge of Mrs. Annabel Berry
vestry at the next circle supper.
A rising vote of thanks was extend Mrs. Nellie Bird, Mrs. Maude
ed to Mrs. Angelica Glover for as Blodgett. Mrs. Hester Chase.
suming again the chairmanship of i For the December meeting Muss
the program committee, a task to |Caroline Jameson will have a paper
which she has given much thought jon st- Francis of Assisi, and current
and intelligent preparation over a1 events will be in charge of Mrs
period of some years. After hearing , Gladys Heistad. Hostesses will be
the excellent report of the work com-; Mrs Ett® Stoddard, Mrs. Lenora
mittee as given by its chairman, Mrs,, Co°Per' Mrs. Minnie Copeland, Mrs
Florence Pike, the request was made De'Hah Cunningham. Mrs. Grace
that members plan to work on com- 1 Daniels, Mrs. Ellen Dyer, and Miss
forters preceding circle suppers until Ervine.
some are ready for distribution where
most needed. Mrs. Maude Blodgett The Chamber of Commerce has
presented a fine report of the Clara committee abroad in the interests of
Barton birthplace in Oxford, Mass.' Christmas season lighting of the
now conducted as a diabetic camp for business section
girls. Mrs. Blodgett as local chair
man of the project ls giving much
About two and a half million farm
interest and time to the matter.
ers now market some or all of their
The devotional exercises conducted farm products co-operatively through
by Mrs. Adelaide Lowe, president, 8400 organizations which sold more
included appropriate observance of than a billion and a half dollars worth
Armistice Day. Current events were of produce in the 1935-36 season.

MISSION CIRCLE

GREGORY'S
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE

CRIE HARDWARE STORE

SENTER CRANE CO.

MeLAIN SHOE STORE
CRIE’S GIFT SHOP

H. II. CRIE CO.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
M. B 4 C. O. PERRY
COAL AND WOOD YARD

OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM

cellent free chicken dinner to 111
people. Everything ran as smoothly
as in a well organized restaurant

Did You Say, “Co-operation?"
Ernest Johnson, Camden poultry
farmer, donated 80 pounds of dressed
chicken. Ed Spear, 78-year old car
penter of Rockport, carried off the
day's honors in setting window
frames. Cliff (White, who couldn't
work Sunday, spent a full day during
the week in shingling, Just to do his
bit. One carpenter, whose car broke
down, walked six miles to the pond.
Emest Rice, artist at hand-wrought
iron, offered, unsolicited, to furnish
andirons or hinges and latches of a
retail value of about $35.
Kennedy Crane, prominent Rock
land merchant, sent an unsolicited
donation of $50 to the Outing Club
Iiey, fellers! Come up to Hosmer's
president. Gene Rich. Meat has al
Pond Sunday and help that winter
ready been donated for the next two
Sports Project
Sundays and the spirit of both offers
was, "the more the merrier.”
shingles were nailed in place, a man
R<r kfcuid Representation I-arger
was heard to remark. "You can
A few faithful from Rockland have
hardly see the roof for the men on
been on the job each weekend. Last
it." But more help ls needed.
The pace set by these volunteer week, with appreciation of the scope
workers is Indicated by the fact that of the work, the Rockland corps of
seven weeks ago, not a stone had workers Increased to 11. In the group
been turned for the lodge building were Jud Flanagan, Kennedy Crane,
Today, after seven days work, a Jr., Dr. Edward Peaslee, Wallace
structure 80x26 stands on the shore Kent, Robert Hudson, Fred Snow,
of the pond, not as yet completed but John Snow, Donald Leach, Harold
Leach, Eben Davis and Donald Clark.
well on the way.
Again the urge is advanced for more
Inside partitions in the two wings
are still to be erected: some window Rockland men this week. If the men
frames set and doors hung. Big who go to the pond this week can
headway will be made this weekend take along axes and hatchets and
on getting the novelty siding on the old brushes and paint pots that they
building and the roof stained. Foun are willing to use for brown stain it
dations will be poured for the two will help speed up the work material
large open fireplaces. Much has ly. Talk to the men who were there
been accomplished to date but a vast last week and you’ll be sold on the
amount remains to be done and the proposition you'll realize that It is a
day is getting precariously close when big asset to the entire surrounding
the doors must swing wide for a gala region and that your personal effort
opening. Snow and ice wait for no and contribution is greatly needed
man. Help is needed to speed the and will be more than appreciated.
Incidentally Augusta, Thomaston
work.
A large number of men can keep and Damariscotta have all said, “What
busy all (Jay clearing away small trees can we do? We want to put on mem
and brush so that all essential areas bership drives. How else can we
are clean and as much of the entire help.
area as possible developed as a beau
In other words the Interest is
tiful winter parkland. The equally rapidly spreading to a wider and
energetic staff of volunteers at wider field.
A. E W.
Harold Corthell's camp served an ex-

SHOOT
HAPPY HOLLOW

That ok Liberty’s Bell!

Volume 91................ Number 136.

HELP! HELP! THEY CRY

WINTERING AT PEMAQUID

MASQUERADE BALL

As Clear-Cut a Call As

H

SUPERIOR COURT ADJOURNED
Superior Court adjourned at 11 Fuller, both of Union for the cause
a. m. Tuesday after Justice Beliveau °f cruel and abusive treatment.
had affixed his signature tu a long Custody of Samuel E., aged 11. minor
child, granted to Ernest C. Fuller
list of divorce decrees. Court was in until further order of court. Libelsession only five full days, but in the lee to have privilege of seeing said
course of that brief period 84 civil child at reasonable times and to
and 29 criminal cases were disposed have said child visit her for reason
of. to say nothing of naturalizations, able periods during the period of his
divorces and other matters which vacation from school. Smalley for
occupy a presiding justice's atten libellant.
tion.
The total cost of the term was
A DIVORCE CORRECTION
$1148.91. The receipts from fines
The divorces published in Tues
were $1000, of which about $800 goes
day's issue gave the impression that
to the county.
State vs. Raymond M. Carter of the custody of two minor children
St Oeorge. The respondent was was granted to the mother, Ruth Escharged with operating a motor tell Conway. There is but one minor
vehicle while under the Influence nf child—Douglas Emest Conway.
intoxicating liquor plead guilty and
Among those who attended tha
was fined $11062.
The following divorces are addi Bates-Colby game in Lewiston yester
tional to the list published in Tues day were Congressman Moran, James
E. Connellan, Robert M. Packard,
day's issue.
Harriet Frances Warren from Donald Coughlin and F. A. Winslow.
Risty Roosevelt Warren, both of They saw the garnet gridsters slam
Vinalhaven, cruel and abusive treat the cellar door on Colby, although the
ment. Custody of Mary Louis Rich boys from the Waterville college
ard Alton and Gilbert Hopkins, played brilliantly at times. Among
minor children, granted to Harriet the interested spectators noted by
Frances Warren until further order The Courier-Gazette reporter were
Fred Brice, coach of the University
of Court. Roberts for libellant.
Harriet E. Cross from Ibrook C. of Maine team: Phil Jones, coach of
Cross, both of Rockland, for the the University of Maine freshmen
cause of cruel and abusive treatment. team; and Charles Dwyer, coach of
the Hebron Academy team. The
Tirrell for libellant.
Ernest H. Quinn from Una A. smiling Brice admitted his disap
Quinn both of Rockland, cruel and pointment over the result of the
abusive treatment.
Custody of Bowdoin-Maine game, but paid a very
Dorothy Irene, minor child, granted high compliment to the winners.
to Pauline Hooten until further order
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
of Court. Burrows for libellant.
Stanley R. Copeland of Thomas
If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
ton from Fannie J. Copeland of and
listen to some music at least one*
Rockland cruel and abusive treat a week. The loss ol these tastes Is
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
ment. Custody of Ralph W. and
Ruth B.. minor children, granted to
A Sl’NSF.T FANCY
Mary Grafton until further order ot Tonight as I sat at my window
While the vzest was all agleam
Court. Burrows for libellant.
With that strange and wonderful
Dorothy E. Low from Charles R , Thatsplendor
ls fleeting as a dream.
Low, both of Rockland, cruel and I 1 thought that the hands of angels
Had flung Heaven's gateways wide,
abusive treatment. Custody of Dawn And I caught some glimpse of the glory
E. Low, minor child granted to Dor From the hills on the other side.
othy E. Low until further order of Is It not a comforting fancy.
This sunset thought of mine,
Court. Tirrell for libellant.
That always the gates of Heaven
Alice Grover of Rockland from Th«‘“ho^ewhosedwo4du‘^r
ended
From our earthly woes and ills
Howard Grover of Rockland, cruel May
pass to the peace and gladness
and abusive treatment. Custody of That crown the beautiful hills?
Jeannlne Yvonne Grover, minor Perhaps while I sat there dreaming
Of the gateway ln the west
child granted to Alice Grover until Some
weary ones went homeward
To a long and endless rest—
further order of Court. Burrows for Went
ln through the sunset gateway
To the city paved with gold.
libellant.
To dwell In the hills of Heaven.
Ernest C Fuller from Ellen lasher Aud be no longer old I

a

I
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GOLF HIS ONE HOBBY

SWAMPED CROSBY HIGH

Former Rockland Pastor
No man, having put his hand to the
Falls Under Spell of Lew
plow, and looking back, is fit for the
iston Interviewer .
Kingdom. —Luke 9: 62.

FUNDS FOR NEEDY

Maine To Receive $105,600
g

From Government,
plementing Own Efforts
Maine will receive $105,600 from
the Federal Government to supple
ment State funds for aid to the needy
aged for the last three months of
1936, according to a statement re
leased today by John Pearson, New
England Regional Director for the
Social Security Board.
It is estimated that about 4.000 in
dividuals will receive aid through

local boards of pub c we are co
operating under the Federal-State
program of the Social Security Act.
"It should be understood that this
old-age assistance is limited to those
In need." Mr. Pearson said, "whereas
the Federal old-age insurance pro
gram beginning In January enables
workers in commercial and industrial
establishments to qualify for a re
tirement income of from $10 to $85
a month. The monthly Insurance
payments will be based on total earn
ings after January 1 ln covered em
ployments. They will not be based
on need.
. .
"The Federal grants ln aid for the
public assistance program are being
made to the State of Maine in co
operation with the State's
. plan
„ established under Orders in Council
which during the adjournment of the
legislature continue the program ln
effect until the new legislature convenes.
"in this way Maine has been cooperating with, and ™*ivmg the full
benefits of, the Social Security Act
with the exception of the unemployment
Insurance provisions,
Mr.
Pearson explained. "This year unless
the Maine legislature enacts a law
which can receive the approval of
The Social Security Board before Dec.
3L Maine business will be unable to
receive the tax credit feature pro
vided to employers in such States
as New Hampshire, Massachusetts
and Rhode Island.”

—
Time was when the arrival of a
new pastor in Lewiston-Auburn was
an event heralded with concern by
most of the population. They were
recognized leaders, bringing social.
intellectual and spiritual enrichment
to the community.
Today these men, who are still
leaders within their own circles of
influence, come and go with per
haps too slender regard from the
mass of people outside their own
denominations.
That is why it seems good, now
and then, to contact these clergy
men as they arrive to take up new
duties and to get under way with
them here. Such a man is the Rev.
Walter S. Rounds, who is now fairly
well adjusted to his position as
pastor o{ the Federated church of

Coach Matheson’s Team Closes Season Which
Had One Black Mark
The speed and agility of Jimmy
Skinner. Rockland High backfield
ace, was too great a handicap for a
weak Crosby High football aggrega
tion to overcome at Community Park
vesterdav afternoon, as the local
,
jack-rabbit personally scored all four
of Rockland's touchdowns to give his
team a 25 to 0 decision over the Bel
fast outfit. The game brought the
local gridiron festivities to a close for
the season, leaving Rockland with a
record of five games won, two lost
and one tied.
It is a matter of opinion what the
final score would have been had
Skinner been able to play the entire
1 game, but a nastv crack on the knee

SALADA’

WHAT IS NEW AT
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COMMUNITY BUILDING

The windows are being placed to sweeping corner capable of handling
day and the operation makes a radi a large volume of traffic.
Karl intercepted on his own 25 yard cal change ln the appearance of the
• • * •
stripe and darted 75 yards up the structure.
Large exterior bracket lights are
sidelines for what looked like another
to be mounted on the Limerock
touchdown. Referee Kenyon ruled
street face of the building.
Rapid progress is being made on
• • • •
that a bit of clipping had taken place
the
pouring of the cement base in
Ceilings are being put in place In
on the Crosby 35 however, and the
locals were penalized back to the the main auditorium. All signs point place in several of the rooms as the
midf.eW markf;. But
#p, to its being in readiness for the wiring and plumbing are completed.
• • • ♦
parently didn't believe in letting a dances and basketball classics promThe main entrance on Limerock
major penalty deprive his team from , lsed for the Christmas recess,
street will be reached by a very wide
a score so on the next play, taking
bricked area from street line with no
advantage of some very' fine blocking
The large area on the west is be
on the part of his mates, skirted his ing gravelled and levelled for a steps and a gentle slope.
own right end and crossed the goal commodious parking space.
Those glass brick windows in the I
line without a finger touching hint
• • • •
auditorium attract much attention.
Rawley added the 25th point on a
The street line on the
narrow I They are the first seen in this secline buck.
A couple of minutes after running IJunctlon of Unlon and Limerock | tion but are very common in the
back a punt some 45 yards Skinner Istreefs U t0 ** movedt0 the IIargcr centers
and have Proven very
was laid lowby a crushing tackle by If00t °f
large elra givin« a wide | practical.

’The richer

TEA

20$

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

RATES:

Jingle *2»-jv ji»
0oubl«h»-4“-41-»
ah

«oom$ with Bath

weekly ratal

to Your hotel in BOSTON

500 Rooms
WiTM***

Lewiston.
I forced him to retire half way through
RADIO
If by any chance you do not know the second quarter and without his
SERVIDOR
J. Anderson. Crosby fullback, and
what this Federated Church Is, let ; services Rockland's attack did not
TUB”. SHOWER
forced to leave the game with a dis Dorgan and Cuccinello, who were after touchdown, Rawley, (Rush)
there be no mistake of thinking it is j function too consistently.
Referee.
Kenyon
(Maine).
Umpire
the
mainstays
of
the
Rockland
line.
located knee. Although Murgita and
the United Baptist, which has been
it was plainly’ evident in the early
MANGER
Rockland — le. Raye, Chisholm; Fowler (Colby). Time 4 12 min
Karl both did some good ball carrying
proving for some years that ln union minutes of the game that the visitors
periods.
for Rockland, the locals couldn't It, Morgan, IDorgan; lg, Peters.
« NORTH STATION
there is strength. For the Federated were no match for the locals, as se4m to work smoothly with their ace Anderson, Hickman; c, LaCrosse,
STEP-/r»«y»«'- TRAIN-ROOM'
venture is new. the final consolida Skinner broke loose on the first play out of the lineup.
Brown; rg, Cuccinello, Duff; rt. j Now is the time to order Rytex
tion of two Lewiston parishes, the for a 65 yard touchdown run that
Crosby possessed a hard working. Black, Pietroski; re, Hanley; qb. East.' Printed Stationery for Christmas giv
First Universalist and the Congrega was nullified by an offside penalty. pile driving back In Wadlin, but Olover; lhb. Skinner. Karl; rhb. ing . . . $100 a box. postage 10 cents.
tional. But these denominational But in less than two minutes later never could get beyond the Rock- Murgita, Glover; fb, Rawley, Ander- See the latest samples at The Couriernames are now discarded, to be for Skinner had again crossed the goal
Gazette.
land 20 yard line, principally, because son.
gotten as soon as possible; and the | line on an end run for his first con
Ken Morgan was too great an ob- Crosby—re, Rowe; rt, F. Anderson;
edifices still In use are called the tribution to the Rockland score.
stacle ln the visitor's path. The rg. Wright; c, Nado; lg, E. ThompSabattus Street Church, and the Pine
His next offering resulted from a Rockland tackle gave a splendid son; It, W. Thompson; le, Thomas; 1
Church
lateral pass from Murgita. who also demonstration of defensive football qb. Wadlin; lh, Foster; rh. Smith;
• • ' *
j did some fancy stepping for the
In his final appearance In a Rock- fb. J. Anderson.
With almost 100 people at the an- Roland cauSe And after Skinner
land uniform and was abetted by ‘ Touchdowns. Skinner, 4; point
nual Fal1 parish supper “'d With 60 had scored his third touchdown on
at the iadies- supper. held recently. I a
of
40 yards many of
CONVENIENT
mere numbers are encouraging, with I the CU5tomers started for a downDELIVERY
aU their
fo» united action town fire whlch had broken out. pera]ong church and parish lines
haps
f0oled Qff f(jr
gkin_
The Bible school Is starting the ner was indeed very hot.
season s program under the leader-a^,. the tw0 teams had changed
ship of Ralph A whit4>: there are
High
and coUege
which aUempted t0 get tato
range
" EVERYTHING TO EAT*
meet for reUgious study, the latter ,,vlth long fonrard passwhlch Bill
directed by Prof. August Buschmann______________________________ “EXTRA VOTES”
oj the Bates faculty; the women are
various religious beliefs of the East;
brought together under the
Check
every
item
because
you
will find every one a real value plus, many items
and Karl Barth, a Swiss professor
ieadership of Mrs. Buschmann and
and commentator on the Bible,
offering Extra Southern Winter Cruise Votes. Now is the time to make it a land
Mrs. M. S. F. Green; and the boys whose literary work has bad slight
are fortunate to have a former trom translation as yet Into English.
slide for the contestant you are interested in.
bone player with Sousa's band as
“Of course I do not agree with both
their scout master. One of Lewis altogether." he remtrked. "But I have
LA TOVRAINE
FOR THIS SALE ONLY
ton's most competent and gifted a deep respect for so great a mind
ONE EXTRA VOTE
LB.
musicians. Miss Florence A. Wells. and so thorough a scholarship as
WITH EACH POUND OF
CAN
continues in charge of the music. (
and i am ln symITS ANNUAL BAZAAR with Alexander Lemieux, tenor, as pa^by with Barth's renewal of the
soloist; and there Is now being formed oid.tjlne emphasis on the need of the
Ray and Myron Lead Pleas- a chorus choir under Miss Wells world for realization of the reality
. , ,,
TA
direction which promises gratifying and power of God In order to bring
ant Valley Grange To An results.
X
about its salvation from the Ills that
As for Mr Rounds, the new pas now beset it so violently everywhere. |
other W in
2 Ige bots 29c
SNIDER’S CATSUP,
tor. his attitude is conservatively ex
With Extra Vote
Regular $109. PARLOR SUITES............... $77.49
Pleasant Valley Grange scored an pressed In his own words: “I have It is a recognition of Divine Power
other success Friday when it held its come here with no particular pro that will bring order out of these
Regular $119. PARLOR SUITES............... 85.75
FRIENDS BAKED BEANS,
2 tall cans 29c
chaotic times. I believe. Thus can
annual bazaar under the guidance of gram and have made no great
ROCKWOOD'S
Regular $135. PARLOR SUITES............... 69.50
the church be a living force in mould
DIAMOND MATCHES,
6 full count boxes 23c
Raymond Anderson and Myron E. promises. I expect to do my work as
COCOA,
lb can 08c
Regular $169. PARLOR SUITES............... 109.00
ing public opinion.
Today there
Young. The hall was festooned In It opens to me from day to day.”
Cake Plate Free
QUAKER FLOUR,
24% lb sack 93c
seems to be a decided trend to this
(this is a Kroehler)
gay decorations and booths were
• • • •
NONE Sl'CH
positive thinking and preaching.”
Regular $250. PARLOR SUITES............... 124-50
VANILLA, Stickney & Poor’s,
2 oz bot 19c
especially attractive. Auctioneering
Mr. Rounds' life-trail runs across
Mr. Rounds Is wary of applying
MINCE MEAT, pkg 10c
was carried on at a lively pace, from the country from Kalamazoo. MichlPie Plate Free
categorical names to the attitudes of
FRIENDS NEW ENGLAND
materials including everything from gan where he was born, to Ohio
groups or of individuals, for the ex
DROMEDARYchickens to fancy work.
where he attended Hiram College and
cellent reason that such terms have
CRANBERRY SAUCE
Those who served and the booths preached for a time, to Illinois where different meanings to different
BAKING PAN FREE
2 cans 29c
over which they presided are here he held a pastorate six years, to Newpeople. Yet he feels that in the best
With
Extra
Vote
listed: Candy. Ethel Connon, Alice York where he attended Union sense of the word the Protestant
DEL MONTE
Fitzgerald; plants. Mattie Gardner;. Theological Seminary, to Cambridge, church today Is liberal.
IP!
SLICED PINEAPPLE,
2 lge cans 43c
grabs, Susan Spear, Hazel Bartlett Mass., where he had a Sabbatical
Golf Is his only hobby, and this
DEL MONTE
Betty Hallowell; Sunshine Biscuits, year for research and thence to recreation he Indulged in at Rock
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE,
2 Ige cans 39c
Rufus Hall; canned goods. Thelma Maine. Nor does this include his land. with most delightful associ
DEL MONTE
Bowden, Nettie Farrand; vegetables, service as chaplain overseas, during ations.
QUICK
ASPARAGUS, Mary Washington,
Ed. Tolman. Frank Farrand; hom° the World War.
can 25c
Asked why he chose the ministry
economics.
Evangeline
Sylvester. I For 15 years Mr. Rounds was pastor for his life-work. Mr. Rounds smiled
DEL MONTE
Nina McKinney. Vivien Kimball; of the Congregational Church In at his recollection that he was only
SPINACH, buffet size,
3 cans 21c
games. Ted Sylvester; aprons, Alice Rockland—his last assignment before 10 years old when he became confiDEL MONTE
Regular
$25.00
STUDIO
COUCHES
........
$19.95
Wyllie, Julia Post. Eunice Morse; ice coming to Lewiston. Prior to that he ent that he would become a clergy
CHIPSO, 2 Ige pkgs 37c REFUGEE STRINGLESS BEANS,
2 cans 29c
Regular $27.00 STUDIO COUCHES........ 21.65
cream, F. L. S. Morse; handkerchiefs had been for six months stated sup- man. This secret remained pocketed in
SANTA VALLEY
I
IVORY SOAP,
cake 5c
Regular $27.50 STUDIO COUCHES........ 21.98
Beverly Bowden; Farm Bureau Pty al the First Parish Unitarian his own mind, until the night before
FRUIT COCKTAIL,
2 cans 25c
cooked food. Maitie Little. Abbie Al- Church in Portland.
Regular $29.50 STUDIO COUCHES........ 23.50
he entered college, he said, when he
P. G. SOAP,
3 for 11c SILVER NIP
College
friends
from
Ohio
are
len, Kathryn St. Clair. Frances Far
confessed his ambition to his parents.
Regular $31.00 STUDIO COUCHES........ 24.75
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE,
2 cans 23c
rand; beano. Myron Young. Richard happily scattered through Maine; His mother was active in the CongreRegular $35.00 STUDIO COUCHES........ 26.25
and
it
Is
unusual
that
in
one
State
PAD-O-MAGIC,
6
for
5c
Anderson. Frederick Bartlett, Rich
gationalist faith, his father in the
Regular $35.00 STUDIO COUCHES........ 27.95
should be located six people who Church of the Disciples, which in the
ard Winslow-.
Star Wash Powder pkg 15c
Regular $44.00 STUDIO COUCHES ........ 33.00
Supper was prepared by a kitchen were students at a small Mid-West Middle West Is strong and Is much
BAB-O,
2 cans 25c
Regular $47.50 STUDIO COUCHES ........ 38.00
committee consisting of Eunice college like Hiram while he was there. akin to the Baptist. Her people came
YEARLING LAMB FORES,
One Can Free
lb 11c
Morse, Florence Young. Etta Ander Besides Mr. Rounds and his wife, from New Hampshire, and his from
there
were
Prof.
Marion
Bradshaw
of
THIS IS 20% AND 25% DISCOUNT
son. Marie Gregory, Thelma Bowden
Massachusetts, so that it was not
GOOD CHUCK ROAST,
Silver
Dust,
lge
pkg
10c
lb 14c
and Hazel Bartlett; waitresses, Eve Bangor Theological Seminary; Dr. strange that eventually New England
CASH OR TIME PAYMENT
SWIFT'S ARROW
and
Mrs.
Paul
Wakefield,
until
re

BONELESS
POT
ROAST,
lb 20c
lyn Bartlett, Ethel Connon. Susan
should claim this son.
cently located at Fairfield State
BORAX SOAP 10 for 25c
It already has been indicated that
Spear, Evangeline Sylvester and Ruth
TENDER
PORK
ROAST,
lb 20c
Sanatorium; and the Rev. Thomas Mr. and Mrs. Rounds were in college
Levenseller.
Cleaves of Skowhegan.
FRANKFORTS2
lbs
25c
together at Hiram. She came from
Minced Ham, 2 lbs 25c
An entertainment which won the
REVERE So&Z Comtek
It was while this group was at a familj- of preachers, ithe parcles of
praise of all was given in the main
l
•
7
inch
J
1
Sausage
Patties,
lb
23c
tending Hiram college, that Vachel Scotch origin. Her father, two
ROCKLAND, MAINE
LITTLE PIG
hall with the lecturer in charge. On
Lindsay, who won recognition before uncles, two brothers, three cousins
Stewing Lamb,
lb 15c SMOKED SHOULDERS
the program were these numbers:
his recent death as a American poet and a nephew are In the ministry—
Music and songs. H-B-K Boys; or
Stewing Beef,
lb 19c
of more than ordinary talent, was a an unusual record, running through
chestra, “Five Red Hot Peppers;”
student there; and Lindsay and Mr. six generations.
tap dance, Beverly Bowden; panto
Hamburg Steak, lb 19c
With Extra Vote
Rounds became personal friends, the
When, in conclusion, it was hinted
mime. "Farm Bureau Gals;” music,
latter being one year ahead of the that their own children ought,
NEWLY CORNED LEAN THICK RIB
“Megunticook Hill Billies;" dance.
i
former.
logically, to follow his profession. Mr.
Margaret Winslow; song. "Barnacle
LB.
CORNED
BEEF,
• * ♦ •
Rounds shook his head negatively.
• These cool days are just what we’ve been looking g
Bill with his Maiden Fair," guess
In this connection. Mr Rounds re
CABBAGE FREE
who? accompanied by Marguerite ferred to his fondness for poetry, “No'' he said. “Philip W.. Harvard
3 lb cans 59c
for. It makes a good demand for Heavier Clothing,
'29; is an electrical engineer with the
Johnson.
and his familiarity especially with
1 lb can 21c
and that’s where we shine. We’d like to show you!
Elise Allen Corner presented a the work of 'Lindsay. Millay an«i Bell Telephone laboratories in New
group of her pupils, accompanied by Kipling. Philosophy also has been a York; and William, Bowdoin '34. Is
SUNSHINE
ALL WOOL MACKINAWS for boys ................................... $5.00, $6.00
COUNTRY STYLE BUTTER,
lb 38c
Adelaide Cross. Arthur Adolphson favorite study. But sociology and now in his third year at Harvard Law 6
With hoods which every toy wants............................... $6.50, $7.50
KRISPY CRACKERS
school.”
ZIPPER JACKETS ............................................................................ $2.98
SWIFT’S SILVER LEAF LARD,
did a tap dance and Arthur Crock economics have been his major con
2 lbs 29c
—Alice Frost Lord in the Lewiston
lb pkg 18c
SHEEPSKIN COATS .......................................................................... $3.50
ett served as accordion player and sideration, and the world problems
Trial Size Free
BOVS’ OVERCOATS....................
$5.00
VERY TASTY CHEESE,
Saturday Journal.
lb 17c
yodeller. The hall was packed with of today bring to him the thrill of '
HEAVY WOOL LACED BREECHES for boys ...... $2.25, $2.85, S3.50
FLORIDA
r/.LIFORNIA
attentive listeners who at conclusion shock and challenge. He was fortun
CUT
WOOL KNICKERS for school ................................... $1.50, $1.98, $3.50
ORANGES
ORANGES
SWEATERS ......................................................... $1.00, $1.50, $1.98, $2.53
paid adieus to a pleasant and suc ate to have had a year of graduate
CARROTS
MEN'S SKI COATS................................... . .................. $6.50, $7.50, $7.98
study along these lines at Columbia
cessful event at Pleasant Valley.
2 doz 33c
4 lbs 10c
Ambulance Service
MEN’S MACKINAWS ........................................................................ $7.50
University.
MEN'S ZIPPER JACKETS .............................................................. $3.75
SLACK SALTED
"I probably have come most under
MEN'S HEAVY ALL WOOL PANTS ................................... $3.00, $4.50
the influence of two men," he con
NOTICE
MEN'S LACED LEG BREECHES.......................................... $3.00, $4 50
MEN'S HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS ...................... $3.00, $3.75, $5.00
On petition of ENOCH M. CLARK
fessed, in the course of this informal I
POLLOCK
MEN'S FLANNEL SHIRTS ..................................... $1.00, $1.75, $2.50
the Governor and Council have and delightful chat, at his White
ordered a recount of the votes cast I street home. "They are Albert [
POUND
at the State election, Sep. 14. 1936.
Morticians
Please remember, anything purchased here may be returned if not
Schweitzer, an Alsacian w-ho is 5
in the town of THOMASTON, on
satisfactory!
philosopher, musician, scientist, sur- ,
Referendum Question No. 3. said
recount to take place at the State geon, philanthropist, lecturer and
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
%
House, Augusta. Maine, Tuesday, author, his last book being a study of I
361-365
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
Nov. 24, 1936, at ten o'clock, A. M. comparative religious ideas, as down i
119-tf z
136&138
/
Tirajgjzjajzjarafzjajafaj'afajzrzfarzjajafzrt.1:
I through history they permeated the 1

For Greater Food Economy
PHONE 1234

3-D AY SPECIAL
Friday-Saturday-Monday
JJ|9

COFFEE

GROCERIES

MINCE MEAT,

28 oz can

27c

ligr

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

19c lb

AYER’S

|

20c

FRESH

BURPEE’S

WILLIS AYER

FOODS
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Every-Other-Day

I The Sewing Circle of the Auxiliary
Burton White's house on Lawn
Mrs. Ellena Fredette who has been
'to V.F.W. will meet Friday night with avenue got into the limelight Tues employed with the field force of the
i Mrs. Elizabeth Cormier, Crescent day afternoon through the medium survey for the National Archives, has
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
’
of a chimney fire. The fire depart been transferred to the office of the
Nov. 12—Edwin Libby Relief Corps fair , Street, to tack a quilt.
at OAR hall.
I
______
ment attended to the case.
regional director, E. K Gould at the
Nov. 12-13—North Haven—Grange fair
,
....
at Grange hail
Farrell Sawyer is among the lucky
Federal building.
A meeting of the Arts and Crafts
ameeunraTHUh
Xmb" Rockland hunters. ‘Brought down a
hall
100-pound doe near Greenville, ar- Society was held Monday night at
Walter E. Weeks, George E. DunNov. 12-13—Musical comedy "Ship - .
Ahoy." lu High School auditorium, j riving home Wednesday with his the What-Not Shop, with classes ton, William Freeman, Robert A.
benefit P.T.A.
i nr<-~
conducted in knitting, cross stitch, Snow and Frank Perkins are gather
Nov. 13—Methebesec Club meets at thejP1*1'wool flowers and the various hobbies ing up the spare deer in Washington
home of Mrs. Gladys S. Helstad ln Rockport.
Ruth's Lobster Shoppe at Ten- of the members. The new project County. With Mr. Weeks it is an
Nov. 14—Vinalhaven reunion at 20th
Century Club ln Boston.
I ant’s Harbor has closed after a very for next Monday will be “Mittens,” annual occasion covering a long pe
Nov 14 — Warren — Annual meeting
Warren Locals of N. E Milk Producers i successful season. Miss Barter would the club having been invited to meet riod of years.
Nov. 18—Rockport—Garden Club meets like to have stayed open longer, at with Mrs. Austin Tibbetts, Pleasant
with Mrs. Mary Spear:
the request of her many friends, but street.
Tlie combined committees of the
Nov. 19—Camden—Donation Day at
due to a New York business trip she
Relief Corps fair held a beano party
Community Hospital
Nov. 19—Monthly meeting of the is unable to do so. She thanks her
The city had a strange and invol at GAB. hall Monday evening the
Baptist Men's League.
i —----------—----------- ----- -----------------Nov 20—Union—arade School fair ln | many friends for their patronage. untary visitor Tuesday afternoon ln following winning prizes, Mrs. Mar
gymnasium.
the person of a tramp whose eccen garet Rackliffe, Mrs. Caroline Da
Nov 25—Thanksgiving ball, under
auspices of Klwanls Club, at Temple hall.
tric actions impelled a suburbanite vis, Mrs. Geneva Richardson, Mrs.
A
battered
motor
car
one
side
of
Nqv. 2d—Thanksgiving Day
Dec 1—Thomaston—Annual fair of which had been crudely and tem to notify the sheriff's office. The Clara Lermond. Mrs. Jennie Curtis.
Peoerated Church.
. .
,
Dec. 14—Knox County Ministerial porarily repaired attracted much at man was soon in custody at the Mrs. Lizzie Smith, Mrs. Bertha Hig
Ass'n meets at Warren Congregational tention on the street Tuesday after- Court House where his picturesque gins, Mrs. Gladys Thomas, Mrs. Nora
Church.
-----------------noon. It is said to have figured in appearance attracted much attention. Stickney, Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett
The morning alarm cn Armistice a fatal accident at Waterville last His head was thatched with bushy and Mrs. Elizabeth Mills.
Day was a test call from Box 43.
July, but why it has remained in that red hair, his face was covered with
Steamer North Haven starts on her
condition ever since probably con a thick gray beard, and such features
as remained in the open completed arduous winter schedule Saturday,
Milton S. Dick is at the Togus hos cerns the present owner alone.
a very spectacular appearance. On leaving Tillson's Wharf at 1.30 p. m..
pital for observation and treat mint.
The Vinalhaven & Rockland his back he carried two heavy packs. for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
After an examination by Drs. C. D. ington and arriving at Swan’s Island
The annual Relief Corps fair takes Steamboat Co. goes on its winter
place today with a concert in thej schedule, Nov. 14 with steamer North and F. F. Brown he was at 6 o'clock. On her trip this way
afternoon, beano and many other at- North Haven leaun8 Swan's Island judged to be mentally unbalanced i she leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 in the
tractions. Free admission.
at 5 30 a- m- Stonington 6.30; North and was sent to the insane hospital 1 morning, makes way landings and
____
! Haven 7.30; Vinalhaven 8.15, arriv- in Bangor, whither he was taken by j arrives at Rockland about 9 30.
A mild winter is prophesied by E. ing in Rockland at 9.30. On the re- Sheriff Ludwick. The man said he Steamer W. S. White which lias
B Rideout, the well known meteor- turn she will'leave Tillson's Wharf, was a native of Russia and had been I been handling the Vinalhaven run
ologist. We always did think that Rockland at 1.30 p. m.making way a dry goods salesman in Brooklyn. will be withdrawn from service upon
“E. B." was a pretty good kind of a landings and arriving
at Swan's Looking for new material, the movies arrival from the island on her Sat
urday morning trip.
would have found it in him.
feller.
j Island about 6 o'clock.
136-137

TALK OF THE TOWN

Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
The middle store in Farnsworth
block, next to Penobscot Grill, is in will attend the Rockland Methodist
the hands of carpenters and paint Church Sunday morning. All subor
dinate members are invited to meet
ers.
tlie Pomona members in the church
Two carloads of Rockland Elks vestry at 10.15.
were in Augusta Tuesday night to
The task of equipping the new
see the degree conferred upon Gov
ernor-elect Lewis O. Barrows by the Community Building will be a ma
jor activity cf this city the coming
Augusta Club.
winter. The Mayor and Building
Snow fences are being erected Committee have drafted John M.
along exposed highways giving evi Richardson to organize a group will
dence that the Highway Department ing to take on this fine bit of pub
takes these “mild winter” prophets lic service along the general lines of
tlie Community and School Improve
rather lightly.
ment Association which a decade ago
The opening of the eight-mile bay built and improved Community Park,
bridge in San Francisco today will be recently turned over to the city.
broadcast at 1.30 p. m. Among the
local citizens who will listen with in
Armistice Day in this city saw the
terest are Roscoe Larrabee and rededication of Winsiow-Holbrook
Charles M. Lawry who spent part ol
square, the brief services being par
the year in that vicinity.
ticipated in by Winsiow-Holbrook
It takes considerable of a circum Post and Auxiliary and allied organi
stance to phase City Clerk Keene zations. The Grand Army was rep
but he was frankly amazed to find resented by Allen A. Kelley. Rev.
ln the reputable columns of The Corwin H. Olds, chaplain of the Post,
Courier-Gazette a notice under offered prayer, and the dedicatory
Augusta date line that said E. R. services were conducted toy Gerald
Keene of Rockland had petitioned U. Margeson, commander of the Post.
the Governor and Council for a re "Taps" was scunded toy Michael Riscount of votes cast ln the election of tano. In the evening the Post held
Sept. 14 on Referendum questions No. 1st annual Armistice ball at the CA.C.
1, 2 and 3. City Clerk Keene vigor armory, with a goodly attendance.
ously denies that he has petitioned
Harvest dinner. Odd Fellows hall,
anybody to recount anything. The
item ln question came to this news Tuesday, 11 to 1, 35c; auspices
paper as a paid advertisement from Miriam Rebekah Lodge, public sup
per.—adv.
the office of the State Printer.

Bargain Attic Values
for This Sale Only
Acetate and Wooly Type

Dresses
Regular $1.19 Value

Miss Helen Erickson, student nurse
at the Augusta General Hospital, is
spending a vacation with her mother
Mrs. Charles Erickson.

Armistice Day lived up to.the radio
weather predictions by being fair and
cold. The morning saw a tempera
ture of only 18 above, but the sun
riding higher in the heavens sent it
up into the 30’s and the day was all
that one could wish at this season of
MARRIED
the
year The surface of small ponds
BACKSTROM-STEVENS—At St. George,
Ncv. 5. by William E. Sheerer, J. P remained skimmed with ice all day, a
Elof Backstrom. and Pearl Stevens.
sure sign that friend Winter is in the
WINCHENBACH-PITCHER - At South
Waldoboro. Oct 31. by Rev. Horace effing.
Taylor. Nelson N. Winchenbach, and
Gretel E. Pitcher.
IN

MEMORIAM

In sweet and loving memory of our
dear son and brother Jenness Robbins,
who passed away on,Nov. 10th 1934
We can not think we have lost him
For that could never be
He has only gone on a Journey
Where God guards him constantly.
If a love like hts could vanish
Heaven and earth would pass away
Though we grieve, we re sure our dear
one
Is close to us each day.
Father, mother, sisters and brother.
Searsmont
•

A Pennsylvania farmer tried to rid
his orchard of mice by every means,
including poison bait and non-venomous snakes. He finally met success
by introducing owls, skunks and
opossums.

CARD OF THANKS

The kindness of friends, neighbors
relatives during our recent sorrow
deeply appreciated The use of cars
a kindly helpfulness for which we
especially thankful.
Mrs. Sylvia Wallace and family.
and Mrs Alton Prior and family,
and Mrs Crosby Prior and family
Friendship

and
was
was
are
Mr.
Mr

AMBULANCE SERVICE

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our sincere thanks
to all those who in any way helped us
in our recent bereavement. In the loss
of our dear father Oardlner H Jameson
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Allen. Mr and
Mrs Lloyd Jameson. Bernard and Roger
Jameson.

■
Russell Funeral Home
TEL. (62

* CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND

98tf

A Scoop In

Annual November Sale

69c

Chiffon Velvet

Starts Saturday, Nov. 14

Other Bargain Attic Items Marked Down

Our regular 1.98 Dresses,
Our regular 2.88 Dresses,
Silks and Woolens—Sizes 1 4 to 52
Mystery Hose, full fashioned, pure silk,
Men’s Work Hose, E. & F. irregulars,
Turkish Towels, Cannon double thread,
Floor Mops, choice of oil or water mops,
Hot Water Bottles, guaranteed,
Ladies’ Night Gowns, outing flannel,
Children’s 5-8 Lisle Hose, reg. value 19c,

Lighter Sophia has practically
completed the laying of the granite
retaining wall at the City Dump,
foot of Talbot avenue. In a very
short time now this area will be
completely filled and the city must
seek a new place to dispose of its
refuse. The present filled area i- be
ing levelled and graded forming
valuable land.

$1.49
$2.49

It is our custom each Fall to have a store-wide sale to
show our appreciation of the business you have given
us and to enable you to stock up at real savings on
First Quality, Staple, Regular Lines. Prices are going
up every day—buy now and save!

.50
.10
-17
.25
.25
.49
.12%

We don't know how it happened, but the
market has evidently broken on this item
This is the first grade, first quality, no sec
onds; black and colors just like what we
have in stock at $1.98.

Black. 'Blue, Wine and Green

Buy Now and Save!

Other Special Silk and Wash Goods

Suits to Close Out
• FUR TRIMMED AND PLAIN

0 2 AND 3 PIECE SUITS

98
Spic and Spun Challis,
reg. 69
Daytime Crepe, plain colors, 39 in., reg. 59
Lorraine Shirtings, 3 to 5 yd pcs, value 29
80 Square Percales, large selection,

Domestics
Blankets

•79
.59
.49
.15
.12’/2

Wondersoft KOTEX
1

Can’t chafe

soft cotton edges
Can’t fail

patented center strip
Can’t show

rounded, tapered ends
Regular, Super

or Junior size.
12 napkins to a package.

We have seldom advised you wrong on Domestics! We have
reason to believe all Domestics will be much higher . . . Most items
have already advanced 10% to 23%.

Odd Ball Sale
Famous

For November Sale Only

COHASSET SHEETS
63x99
72x99

U.

Irregulars of Famous Pequots
81x99
81x108

$1.00

TIOGA

$1.10

YARNS

Homelike—same count as Pepperell

Extra large, 81x108,

$ 1 -00

19c

Green Mt. Pillow Cases, 42x36, reg. 19c; 6 for 1.00

Green Fleece. Raccoon Collar, size 14. 3-piece,
Brown. Raccoon Collar, sizfe 18. 3-piece,
Brown, Fox Collar, size 29. 2-piece,
Rust, Beaverette Collar, site 14, 2-piece.
Brown. Marmink Collar, size 16, 2-piece,
Green, Beaverette Collar size 16. 2-piece,
Tan Camel Hair Short Jacket, size 16, 2-piece,
Navy Swagger, Two-Piece, size 16
Green Swagger. Two-Piece, size 18,
Rust Fleece. Three-Piece, size 14,

$65.00
39.50
29.59
24.59
24.59
24.59
’5.C0
i$59
19.50
45.09

$45.00
25.00
19.50
15.00
15.00
15.00
10.00
15.00
15.00
25.00

Fine Pillow Tubing, 40 and 42 inch,

.17

80 Square Unbleached Cotton, 39 in.,

.10

Hadley Unbleached Cotton. 36 in.,

.12

Special Bleached Cotton, 36 in.,

.11

Candlewick Spreads, all colors, well covered,
full size,
1.49

Regular $6.95

$5.00

Regular $9.75

$6.95

Regular $15 50

$12.50

Regular $19.50

with labels

$16.50

Bed Pillows, A. C. A. ticking,

,.79

Sizes 12 to 20

Bed Pillows, fancy art ticking,

1.00

25% Duck. 75% Chicken Feathers

Wearwell in pastel colors

72x84, large double size,
72x84, large single size,
1.89 Indian Blankets, sale,

$1.39
•69
1.39

HOSIERY SALE

KRAGSH1RE
COATS

1.49

Rayon Spreads, full size,

BLANKET SPECIALS
NOVEMBER SALE ON DRESSES

Included are the following kinds—Boucle. Crevenna, Silvenna. Crepe
Zephyr. Ondenouveau, Glaconover, Lustre Rug Yarn

Other Coat Values
Dark Green Dress Coat, Fox Collar, size 18, was
$39 50
Brown Dress Coat. Marmink Collar, size 42, was
58.03
Dark Green Dress Coat, Marmink Collar, size 16. was 5800
Dark Brown Dress Coat. Fox Collar, size 14, was
58 00
Black Dress Coat. Marmink Collar, size 18, was
58 00
Brown Dress Coat. Raccoon Collar, size 16. was
39.50
Green Dress Coat. Grey Wolf Collar, size 18, was
25 00
Black Dress Coat, Wolf Collar, size 16. was
24.50
One Group Warm Winter Coats, were
14 75
One Group Warm Plaid Backs, were
9.75
MANY OTHER BETTER COATS MARKED DOWN

^t^SENTER CRANE COMPANY^

$19.50
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
19.50

12.50
12.50
10.00
7.95

• Fine 42 Gauge First Quality
• Chiffon or Service Weight
• Large Assortment Fall Colors
Wool Socks, plain and fancy,
Ladies’ Pure Wool and Silk Hose,
No cotton in these

69c
.50
.69

WARREN

TENANT S HARBOR

*
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You have until midnight, November 18th, to enter—

505 PRIZES FOR THE CLEVEREST LAST
YOU MUST USE FREE ENTRY BLANK. You

LINES TO THIS JINGLE

needn't buy any thing to enter. Just get a FRFE
entry blank and full details at any Richfield
Gasoline Dealer. Contest closes midnight,
November 18th.

$100.00 in
50.00 In
40.00 In
20.00 in
10.00 in

First prize__

Second prize

Third prize _

Fourth prize .

Fifth prize__

cosh
cash
cash
cash
cash

Next 50 Prizes —Wahl peo and pencil set . • . pen
with 14K. Gold point.

Mary owned a cabriolet
That started awfully slow
She tried a tank of Richfield —

Next 50 Prize*—Three pairs Kayser Mtr-O-Kleer
Hosiery.
Eveready 2*cell focusing spot
Next 150 Prize*'
flashlight.

Virginia Barter Is in Portland as
guest of her brother Pearl Barter
The Quarry at Willardham has
closed for the winter.
William Barter made a business
trip Saturday to Rockland.
Everett Watts and family have
moved to Clarence Rawley’s house.
Margaret Merrlott has returned
home from a Lewiston hospital
where she was in training.
Mrs Laura Rawley has employ
ment in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith have
been on a hunting trip recently.
Mrs. Leonard Dudley and family
went to Portland Sunday to visit Mr.
Dudley who is a hospital patient.
• • • •
Eastern Star Inspection

Next 250 Prize*
—2 decks linen*
finished playing
card*.

GENUINE
QUICK-ACTING

Bayer Aspirin
Va tablet/
Bayer Tablet!
Dissolve Almost
Instantly
In 2 seconds by stop
watch a genuine
BAYER Aspirin tablet
starts to disintegrate
and go to work. Drop a
Bayer Aspirin tablet in
to a glass of water. By
thc time it hits the bot
tom of the glass it is
disintegrating. What
happens in this glass
. . . happens in your
stomach.

Rehearsals are in progress for the
Christmas cantata. "His Natal Day,"
(Norman) to ibe presented at the
Baptist Church.
(Rev. H. I. Holt attended the meet
ing of the Knox County Ministerial ,
Association held Monday with the
Rockport Methodist Church. The
meeting of the association next j
month will be Dec. 14 with the War
ren Congregational Church.
Friends are sending Mrs. Hannah j
Hastings a shower of cards for her :
birthday anniversary, Saturday. Her
address is, Greenwood Mountain,
Maine.
Subjects to be treated tonight at ,
the evening session of the High .
School from 7 to 8 will be, "American '
Literature and Sophomore French,
Miss Eleanor Goodwin; chemistry
and world history, Principal Horace
P. (Maxey.
The subject for worship Sunday
morning at the Congregational
Church, will be, "The Quality of |
Faith Needed for a Changing World." I
The evening topic will be. "Is Human '
Brotherhood a Dream or a Possibili
ty?"
Mrs. Selden Robinson was pleased
with many gifts, cards and cake re
ceived Monday her birthday anni
versary.
Dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank L. Davis were, Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Cunningham, and Mr.
| and Mrs. Edwin Nash.
Those from here who attended
i the conference of church officials,
I and Church 6chool workers Monday
night at the Littlefield Memorial
Church in Rockland were Mrs. Grace ,
j Wyllie, Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. !
! Welch, Mrs. Laura Seavey. Mrs. Reta j
| Cobum. Mrs. Avis Norwood, and Mrs.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

2

3 • 4

5

b

7

8

10

9

14

15

Ib

n

IB

19

lo

11

33

vT 35

13

FT

2i

ll

w

25

24
2?) 29

27

W
32

30 ws li

3b

w
37

ud
43

34

36

W

41

4i

44

4b

45

44

W
50

47
51

Tlie annual Inspection of Naomi
52
54
53
Chapter, OES was held Friday tn
BERT LA HR, famous stage and radio
Masonic hall. The inspecting offi
fel
bo
b2 fc>3
55 5b 57
58 54
comedian, will head the committee of
cer was Mrs. Leah Davis of Thomas For Amazingly Quick Relief
w
judges selecting the 505 priz$ winners.
bb
ton. district deputy grand matron for
b4
bb
b7
Get Genuine Bayer Aspirin
the 12th district.
70
bft
Grace Chapter of Thomaston and You can now get Genuine BAYER
ASPIRIN for virtually 1/ a tablet
Forget-me-not of South Thomaston
at any drug store.
72
71
73
were special guests. Members were
Two full dozen now, in a flat
present from Golden Rod. Rockland;
pocket tin, for 25/t Try this new
Harbor Light. Rockport; Seaside, package. Enjoy the real Bayer
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
25-Lieutenants (abbr.)
58-Mineral spring
Camden; Beach. Lincolnville; Ivy. article now w ithout thought of pricei
1-Examine
60-Having ears
5-Bards
27- Bustle
Warren; Rose of Sharon. Augusta;
Do this especially if you want
28-Turkish unit of
64- Part of a stove
10-Youths
Wiwurna. Waldoboro; Anchor. Sears quick relief from a bad headache,
65- Minute orifice
14- Turkish official
money
port; Harbor View. Deer Isle; Mt
neuritis or neuralgia pains. Note
67- Remove the skin
15- Brilliancy (Fr.)
29- Make amende
68-Sell
16- A metal
30- Reclines
Pisgah. Boothbay; and CTesent. East illustration above, and remember,
32- Serfs
17- Military assistant
69- Greased
Boothbay. The Grand Chapter was BAYER ASPIRIN works fast.
33- Liquid measure (pi.)
18- Checks
70- Large lake
And ask for it by its full name —
represented by (Mrs. Grace Dodge of
19- River in N. France 71- Epochs
34- A flower
BAYER ASPIRIN — not by the
East Boothbay. Grand Adah and Mrs
20- Guide
35- Crude buildings
72- Berate
name"aspirin
”
alone
when
you
buy.
Richfield's special winter Gasoline means
22- Loiter
73- Tear
37-Combinlng form. Air
Gertrude Bocdv of Rockland, Grand
23- Finished
39-Light brown
Ruth. The Chapter was glad to have Get it next time you want quick
VERTICAL
24- Part for one
41-A word puzzle
relief.
easy starting even in the coldest weather.
present Past Worthy Grand Matron
26-Corn-spikes
44- lmitates
•
15C FOR
Mrs. Eunice Larrabee of Searsport,
28-Swiss river
45- Lace fabric
1- Afternoon parties
Richfield Hi-Octane** is a full-powered win
31-Waits upon
2- Discharge
46- Owed
who. as grand matron, inspected the
A DOZEN
33-A dance
47- Femlnine suffix (Fr.)
3- A lateral part
ter Gasoline that’s eager to go the minute
Chapter last year.
36-Cooks in hot vapor
4- Corners
5O-Hard part of teeth
About
175
members
and
guests
sat
38-Pertainlng to
5- By
52-Allows for
you touch your starter. It’s made to fire
DOZEN
temporary use
Scotland
6- Leopard-like cat
down to a fine banquet which had
instantly and minimize carburetor choking.
Virtually
40- Assume an attitude 7- Pen-name of
54- Sma,l candle
Jennie Kenniston.
been prepared under the chairman
41- Some
55- A bird
Charles Lamb
lc a tablet
Emest G. Starrett has an infected
That’s w hy motorists everyw here report sav
ship of Mrs. Fannis Morris and was
42- Stake in cards
8-The state of being 56- Affrm
forefinger
on
his
left
hand
caused
served by the brothers of the Chapter.
57- Girl’s name
43- Portal
tangent
ing at least $24.48* a year with Richfield.
LOOK rott THK KATKK CAOSS
by a slight scratch with wire.
59-A game
46-Scarred
9- Streets (abbr.)
Decorations were in red. white and
48- Residence (abbr.)
10- King of beasts (pi.) 61-Scarce
Mr. and Mrs. Selden Robinson ac
♦Certified mileage road tests with Richfield
blue in the spirit of Armistice Day.
11- Dry
49- A constellation
52-lreland
companied by Mrs. Flora Kelloch,
Hi-Octane, compared with thc average mile
The tables were decorated with red
VINALHAVEN
51- Seniors
12- Portion of medicine 63-Act
and
Mrs.
Nida
Copeland
of
Thomas

age 10,391 motorists report from other gaso
52- Mother of Apollo
13- To cut (Scot)
and blue with a centerpiece on each
65- Maritime distress
lines, show savings of at least $24.48 a year
21-Wander
signal
Mrs. Vernard Warren and Mrs. ton, motored Sunday to Belfast, j 53- Bird home
consisting of a realistic cannon
55-Ventures
23-Formerly
66- Sum up
with Richfield.
flanked on each side by a pyramid of Risty Warren visited Tuesday In Roger Kelloch, who had been guest j
over the weekend in Thomaston and
candy cannon balls. The favor at Rockland.
(Solution to previous putsle)
Mrs. Leo Lane returned Monday Warren, returned with them to that
each plate was a ctam shell sloop
EAST UNION
with red and blue sails, the flag at from Knox Hospital accompanied by city, where he has employment.
Burleigh Mank is confined to his
the top bearing the name "DD.G.V Loma Swears. R. N.
Four candidates were instructed in ‘
Meridith Trefrey was a Rockland home by iUness
Leah' in honor of the deputy and the
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Miss Doris Mank who has employ- ^he final degrees Tuesday night at *
number “93” to represent her Chap visitor Monday.
••Reg U.S. Pit Off
George Swears was in Rockland ment in Waldoboro is spending the the Grange and in conclusion of the
ter. The decorations were in charge
week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
of Mrs. Harriet Rawley and Mrs. Monday on a visit.
work, partook of a harvest feast.
A crew of workmen from Bangor Burleigh Mank.
Nina Leach.
Seven
Tree Grange sent 30 guests
During the meeting Mrs Davis ex are making much needed repairs on
who
furnished
an excellent enter
child of Hriendship spent Sunday beano party Thursday afternoon at tended greetings of the Grand the Steamboat wharf.
Chairmen for Church Suppeirs
MEDOMAK
tainment
consisting
of music, read
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Young went
with Mrs. Bramhall s father on Long her home. Highest score went to chapter and expressed her pleasure
Mrs. Avis Norwood, president of
Mr and Mrs. Astor Willey passed Island.
' Louise Shuman, with Ida Collamore ^hh the manner in which the work Friday to Portland where they will the Baptist Ladies Circle has ap ings and humorous stories. The
Saturday in Rockland.
Mrs. Rose Carter of Round Pond holding the consolation position. Re- was done. Mrs. Larrabee spoke of spend the winter.
pointed a chairman for each month- younS f*°Ple also found much ln
!
Iine of ^jotment.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bramhall and has employment at the home of Sid- freshments were served,
Mr and Mrs. Ai Townsend visited ly supper. The list ls:
the recently purchased International
November. Mrs. Nora Russell; ' Mrs. Myrtle Boardman passed last
ney Martin.
Verge Prior who underwent an ap- Headquarters of the O.ES. in Wash- (Tuesday in Rockland,
Mrs. Sidney Ingerson is spending December. Mrs. Blanche Moore; Thursday afternoon with her uncle, j
Mrs Evie M. Studies returned pencjjX operation recently at the Me- ington. D. C.. Mrs. Dodge and Mrs.
Knox Hospital Training School for
Sunday from the Deaconess Hospi- morjal HospiUl ln Damariscotta, is Boody also spoke briefly. In the the winter with her daughter Mrs. January. Mrs. Martha Welch; Feb- Hartley Watts.
Nurses.
tai.
making satisfactory recovery and is course of the evening, the worthy John Kane in Eden Park R. I.
ruary. Mrs. Jennie Kenniston; March. ! A Thanksgiving service otherwise
Mrs. Burgess Simmons of Friend- expected home this week
matron. Mrs. Elizabeth Imlach, in I I G Calderwood returned Mon- Miss Tena McCallum; April, Mrs. a Sunday School pageant will be i Mrs. Allison Wilson and children
are making a visit at the home of
ship was recent-------guest. of
.. her sister,.
behalf of the Chapter, presented a day from a Lions dub meeting in Laura Seavey.
given Sunday at 7:30 by the local Mrs Wilson s parents in Gardiner.
Alfred Simmons is making his win
Mrs. C. H. Shuman.
table lamp to Mrs Davis.
Waterville.
Annual church meeting supper, children under the direction of Miss
ter home with his daughter. Grace
Walter Kesseler has returned to
Mrs. Andrew Kaler is ill and re
At the close of the meeting a pro- i C. L. Boman and C. C. Webster at- Mrs. Isa Teague; May, Mrs. Lizzie McKnight.
Maguire in Thomaston.
New Jersey after spending a week
ceiving medical care from Dr. Neil |
gram was enjoyed under the direc- j tended the Bowdoin-Maine game Waltz; June. Mrs. Grace Wyllie; July
Lawrence Morton, accompanied by '
Forest Davis.
To Flush out Acids and Other
Judge Roger Miller and Mrs. Mil- ! tiQn q( Mfs Margaret Cant and
Saturday in Brunswick. They were Mrs. Reta Cobum; August, members
Parsons of Damariscotta.
| Philip Morin and William Mank, of
Poisonous Waste
Norris
Seavey has been ill the past
Mrs. L J. Winslow of Glendon ler of South Berwick were callers Mabie Rose.
In the first skit \ guests over the weekend of Mr. and of the social service committee; Union, returned Sunday from a hunt
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 Miles of
week.
tiny tubes or filters which help to purify the
spent last weekend with Mrs. L. W Sunday on Judge Miller's sister. Mrs. characters were a bride, Miss Evelyn Mrs. Herbert Boman of Lisbon Falls. September, men's supper. Chester
ing trip with a deer as trophy.
blood and keep vou healthy. Most people pass
Linwood Castner.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver are Wyllie, chairman; October. Mrs. Avis
Mrs. Lizzie Howard of Thorndikeabout 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
Morris; husband, Mrs. Harriet Whee
Osier.
John Dornan was at home from
Fre iuent or scanty passages with smarting
Yille is guest of her daughter, Mrs.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs ler; a doctor William Imlach; while enjoying a vacation in New Jersey. Norwood. The chairman of each Poitland over thc weekend.
Mrs. L. W. Osier and daughter.
and burning shows there may l>e something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Mrs. I. W. Fifield was hostess re monthly supper will appoint her own
Sidney Davis.
Isabel, were visitors Saturday in , Deering Genthner who has been very biscuits and a vacuum cleaner furAn excess of acids or poisons in your blood,
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Watts and
when due to functional Sidney disorders, may
cently to The Silent Sisters at her assistants.
ill
with
pneumonia,
is
much
imnished
much
amusement.
Vocal
selecMrs. Jane Simmons during a recent
Damariscotta.
I* the beginning of nagging backache, rheu
daughters of Melrose, Mass., were Illness has been attended by Dr.
tions by Gilbert Auld and a story by home.
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and
Mrs. Norwood has also appointed
Mrs.
Helen
Payson
and
Mrs.
Nora
P
roved
energy, getting up nights, swelling, pumness
Dr. Banks of North Haven and these members to serve on the Social guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. H. Lawry of Rockland.
un ler the eyes, headaches and dizxiness.
Cotta of Camden visited Sunday with I Miss Elizabeth Brann of South Mrs. Nina Leach followed. In the
Don’t Wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Walpole.
Mass, is guest at the home Service committee: Mrs. Grace M. Watts.
1 Mrs. Lillian Davis and Mrs. Elea
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. L Portland has returned from a visit "Family Album" with Mrs. Aune
were I of L. A. Coombs.
Dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and nor Simmons were in Massachusetts
years. They give happy relief and will help the
Bragdon
as
reader,
pictures
Wyllie. Mrs. Jennie Kenniston. Mrs
with Mrs Theodore McLain.
Shuman.
15 Miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
Mrs. Louise Sanborn returned Reta Cobum, Mrs. Effie Hysler. Mrs. Mrs. Fred Spear were Mr. and Mr?. I
waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills
Mrs. Astor Willey spent Monday
* Mr a"d
WUliam !?'
the past week ror a visit with relaMrs. Mae Shuman entertained a
lach, Mr. and Mrs. John Reid. Mr. Monday from Knox Hospital where j Martha Welch MUs Tena McCalhlm Anderson, daughter Elizabeth. Nicho-I Uves
with her mother, Mrs. Norman Winand Mrs. Robert Marriott. Mrs. she has been a patient. She was ac- Mrs. Hazel Hills, and Mrs. Isa Teague. i las Anderson and Earo Bloom of
Mrs. Clara Morse was hostess Tues
; chenbach at Dutch Neck.
. Port Clyde. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kim! Blanche Simmons. Mrs Belle Ander- I companied home by her daughter
Mrs. Fred Keene has returned son. Mrs. Ella Davis. Mrs. Madeline \ Mrs. William Clayter.
' ball of Rockland, and Miss Lena day night to Willing Workers.
i
NORTH WARREN
Charles Coolbroth of Tenants Har
from the Memorial Hospital much gaum jjrs Winnie Milne. Mrs Har
Tyler Coombs of Rockland is visit
Sargent of Portland.
bor
conducted the services Sunday at
ing
his
daughter
Mrs.
Sidney
Wins

improved in health.
riet Rawley. Mrs. Jessie Harris. Miss
Miss Jennie Miller observed her j
M. <R. Kalloch and family of
the Advent Church In the absence of
Evelyn Morris. Harlan Bragdon. low.
birthday
anniversary
Friday,
having
..
Thomaston were callers Sunday in
.
j
the pastor. Rev. John Holman.
Henry New'bert was a Rockland this community.
as guests Amanda Merrifield, Mts.
h
STONINGTON
Clayton Hunnewell and Charles Rose.
Fred
Spear
and
children.
Miss
Miller
!
ant* 'Mrs. Rodney Davis have
_____
' At the close of the program the visitor Monday.
Mabie Crawford is improving from
Mr. and Mrs. William Bray and effects of a severe cold, which con was the recipient of two attractively *jeen nxak.iri'g a week s visit in Friend
The Vinalhaven &
Rockland i gathering dispersed to the strains of
son. Parker, are visiting in Massa fined her to the house.
decorated cakes and several gifts.
I ship.
Steamboat Co goes on its winter Auld Lang Syne."
chusetts.
with
steamer
schedule.
Nov.
14
J.
L.
Dornan.
with
staff
consisting
1 Mr and Mrs- Edward Atkins of
White Oak Grange has postponed
OCONY BURNING OIL is pure heat
North
Haven
leaving
Swan's
Island
Its
Neighbors'
Night
program,
date
of
Maud
Payson,
Alice
Davis
and
Teel’s Island are occupying Frank
GROSS
NECK
... there’s no smoke or smudge.
Dr Walter P. Conley, optometrist, to be announced.
at 5 30 a. m.. Stonington 6.30; North
_____
' John Dornan, recently installed the Simmons' house for the winter.
It burns evenly .., gives you a uni
Haven 7.30; Vinalhaven 8.15, arrivMrs Charles L. Eugley and Mrs., will be at his Vinalhaven office
Knox Pomona Grange held its an- Pomona officers, performing the
Calvin Davis of Monhegan is visitformly hot cooking flame. Order a
ing in Rockland at 9.30. On the re- \ Harvey Simmons were guests Sun- Monday afternoon and evening and nual election and installation of of work tn a highly creditable manner, lng relatives here.
supply of Socony Burning Oil today.
turn she will leave Tillson's Wharf (day of Mrs. Irvine Genthner of West Tuesday, all day and evening, Nov. ficers Saturday with White Oak
After a weeks hunting trip, Lloyd
For prompt delivery....
16 and 17.—adv.
Rockland at 1.30 p. m making way j Waldoboro.
Grange. This staff was elected, most Brown arrived home minus game, but
ST. GEORGE
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Leeman of
landings and arriving at Swan’s
of them unanimously: Mastor. Josiah ls receiving congratulation since hls I
Round Pond visited Sunday at the The Vinalhaven & Rockland Jameson, 'White Oak; overseer, Fred return for having shot a deer in his
Island about 6 o'clock.
136-137
CALL
Mrs. Margaret Gilchrest recently
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sim-1 Steamboat Co. goes on Its winter Ludwig; lecturer. Doris Miller, Eve own vicinity.
returned from Winthrop, Mass.,
mons.
I schedule, Nov. 14 with steamer ning Star; steward. J. iR. Danforth,
where she was guest of Mrs. Frank
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and North Haven leaving Swan's Island Seven Tree; chaplain, Addie Nor
I
McAuliffe.
PORT CLYDE
son Fred at 5 30 a. m.. Stonington 6.30; North wood, Warren; treasurer, Walter
A merry party to celebrate the | daughter Christine and
....
...
fourth birthday of Melvin B. Wallace made a visit Sunday with Mrs Eug- Haven 7.30; Vinalhaven 8.15, arriv - Ayer, Seven Tree; secretary. Bernys,
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC.
was given recently at the home of ley's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge ing in Rockland at 9.30. On the re Jameson. White Oak; gatekeeper, ( Miss Nora CIark has been vl9‘ting
turn she will leave Tillson’s Wharf Arnold Danforth. Seven Tree; assls- rclatiVeS On Vinalhaven the Past
the youngster's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Stover of Boothbay.
! week.
Mrs Eldora Gross recently spent a Rockland at 1.30 p. m. making way tant steward, Dyson Jameson, White ]
Alton Wallace. In the company were
Phyllis Prior. Thelma Prior. Ralph day with Mrs. Ida Miller of the vil landings and arriving at Swan’s Oak; Pomona. Ethel Danforth. Seven ! Rev. and Mrs. John Holman and
FLORIDA
Tree; Ceres, Maude Overlock, Evening son' Arthur, are spending the week in
Island about 6 o'clock.
136-137
Wallace
Ralph Copeland, Ruth lage.
For acne pimples affecting the
Star; Flora, Nancy Ayer, Seven Tree; Crouseville.
William
Thorne
has
returned
from
Copeland
and
Russell
Havener,
all
outer or surface layer of the skin,
MIAMI’S
Merton
Anthony
is
on
a
gunning
lady
assistant
steward,
Athalene
here is advice that will help im
1 of whom passed a gay time in child a visit with relatives and friends in WHEN YOUR DAUGHTER
prove your complexion.
Robinson, White Oak; executive com trip in Northern Maine.
ish pastimes, with cake and candy Massachusetts.
Miss Alice Breen is attending thte
Every night at bedtime, wash
to add to their delight.
Harry W. Creamer has been a re COMES TO WOMANHOOD mittee for three years, Austin Kalloch
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way.
your face thoroughly with Resinol
White Oak. The next meeting will be :
cent
Portland
visitor.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
Most girls in
Soap and hot water. Do not rub.
Dec. 5 with Seven Tree Grange.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Genthner of their teens need
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Follow with a dash of cold water
' and dry thoroughly but gently.
South Waldoboro were guests Sun a tonic and regu
lator. Give your
Then apply Resinol Ointment to
day of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genth daughter
ORFF'S
CORNER
Lydia E,
the affected skin and leave it on all
June to
Booklet
ner.
Pinkham's Vege
night. Do this every night, and
October
table Compound
on
The Laymen’s Gospel Team will I
watch the improvement.
for the next few
Application
Hotel
What a value! ... 50 of the fa months.
hold
a
service
Thursday
at
7.30
at
Local treatment is advised as a
Teach
Maselynn
helpful aid in acne cases, and for
mous Rytex Christmas Cards printed her how to guard
the Community House.
Stamfora
NO Brushing — Recommended By Dentists
Persistent Coughs
more than 40 years the ingredients
with your name, and 50 envelopes to her health at this
Corner Second Street
DeL Co.
Approved By Good Housekeeping Bureau
H. H. Maae
of Resinol have been found ef
i
match ... for only $1.00. postage 10 critical time. When she is a happy,
Two or three doses ot the Famous
Why not bring in your Christmas
N. Y.
fective.
Just drop a little Stera-Kleen powder in
and First Avenue
Manager
BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE in sweetened hot
a glass of water. Leave your false teeth or
cents. Don’t fail to see the new healthy wife and mother she will list and let us show you how you can bridges
water and sipped slowly just before retir
Resinol benefits by treating the
in it while you dress or overnight.
Moderate Rates
ing usually ensures a restful night's sleep.
samples before it is too late, at The thank you.
solve your Christmas Shopping prob No need to brush. Simply rinse and your
irritated oil ducts, where most sur
Asthma-Bronchitis sufferers enjoy
a
plates are fresh and clean—clean where the
Sold
at
all
good
drug
stores;
pining Room Service Unsurpassed
face pimples start. In this way it
coughless night; you'll sleep sound and
Courier-Gazette.
lem quickly . . . and economically? brush cah’t reach.
wake refreshed if you will be just wise
aids healing of such pimples and
Stera-Kleen removes blackest stains, tar
Rytex
Printed
Stationery
comes
in
a
enough fo do this before you go to bed.
tar,
film
and
tarnish.
Ends
bad
taste
and
also tends to check their recurrence.
Ltjdia£.Rnlcham*s
Note—While BUCKLEY'S is not offered
smell. Makes dull teeth look like new —
wide
variety
of
styles
and
size
suit

as a cure for Asthma or Bronchitis it will
smooth, cool — comfortable. The discovery
Buy Resinol Ointment and Soap
Vegetable Compound
give immediate relief from that choking
able for every member of the family of Dr. L. W. Sherwin, eminent dentist. Ap
in any drug store. For free sam
gasping struggle for breath.
nstNMaaoM
proved
Good Housekeeping. Ask your
BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE Is sold by all
. . . and the price is only $1.00, post druggistby
ple, write to Resinol, Dept. 13,
for Stera-Kleen today. Money back
good druggists on a guarantee of full sat
Baltimore, Md,
age 10 cents, at The Courier-Oazel te. if you are not delighted. <0 1936, P. & B. Co,
isfaction or your money back.

THUQUICK-STARTING
GASOL!HE SAVES
YOU MONEY

Rockland Garage Co.

HELP
15 MILES OF
KIDNEY TUBES

“1ALW AYS USE SOCONY
1 LIKE ITS HOT,
RIIDKIII
DUKNirJP
Iu All
UIL-CLEAN FLAME”
S

115

SOCONY BURNING OIL

HELPFUL ADVICE TO
ACNE SUFFERERS

Ideal Resort Holel

HOTEL

GRALYNN

To All Who Suffer
From Acute Attacks

CLEAN

FALSE TEETH

Asthma-Bronchitis

NEW EASY WAY

BEAD THE AOS

V2Z32.

1
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Every-OtHer-Day

BostonMothcrTdl I AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY
a Secret
How do you keep your children so nice
■ad healthy? This question pleases Mrs.
McKay, who now tells her neighbors:
“I happened to hear about

Dr.Trues Elixir

Page Five

WALDOBORO

X
Mrs Isadore Hoffses was recent
guest of Mrs. John Teague in War
ren.
Joseph De Napoli of Revere. Mass.,
has bought the house on Depot street
owned by the late Mrs. Meabec
Achorn.

Kenneth Castner of Portland is
visiting his mother, Mrs. Rogene
through a relative — as my little boy
Castner.
was for some time troubled with loss
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Brummitt
of appetite, restlessness at night and
at times was very fretful, I decided to
have returned to Boston.
try Dr. True’s Elixir ... He began
All stores In town were closed
to improve immediately and in a very
short time he was well ... I would
Armistice Day.
never be without it.” — Mrs. E. G.
Several trustees of the Lincoln
McKay, 429A Saratoga St., Boston,
(Mass.).
Home for the Aged attended the
Signs of Round Worms are: Constipa
funeral services for Mrs. Laura John
tion, deranged stomach, swollen upper
son held Tuesday in Newcastle.
lip, offensive breath, hard and full .
stomach with pains, pale face, eyes
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston
heavy, short dry cough, grinding of the
have moved to an apartment in the 1
teeth, etc.
Dr. True’s Elixir laxative round worm
house on Main street owned by Ar
expeller — made from imported herbs
thur Brown.
. . . mild and pleasant to take ... I
for children and adults.
Mr. and Mrs. Oral Ludwig are on a
hunting trlp’ln the Ox Bow region.
Sueeeaatully IJaed lor M Yeara
Mrs James Williamson has closed
her summer home here and is in New
DUTCH NECK
Jersey.
Mr. and Mrs. George Genthner
Mrs. Celesta Winchenbaugh closed
have been in Portland returning
her home here recently and is spend
with Albert Kylonnem, who has been
ing the winter with her daughters in
a patient ln the Maine General Hos- •
Wollaston, Mass.
pltal two months, the result of an j
Donald French of Waldoboro called ,
accident.
Gladys George, celebrated stage actress, who makes her stellar film debut
Thursday on A. E. Wlnchenbach
Committal services for Carl Fred
in the title role of “Valiant Is the Word For Carrie,-’ the powerful drama of
Mrs Granville Grass and daughter
eric.
infant son of Mr. and Mrs Carl
Beryl recently spent a few days with 1 love and sacrifice, and the two yiuthful players, Charlene Wyatt and Jackie
W. Becker of Portland, were con- ,
Moran, who play the parts of the orphans adopted by her.—adv.
relatives ln Rockland.
ducted Tuesday at the Rural Ceme- '
Mrs. Pearl Winchenbaugh of South
tery by Rev. J. Reid Howse, pastor of
Florence Geeie and Howard Geeie, Mrs Merton Benner, has gone to
Waldoboro was guest Friday of her
the Methodist Church.
motored Sunday to Portland and Portland with her son Fred Turner
sister Mrs. Theresa Shuman.
The weekly home room period of
Gorham. In the latter place they and Mrs. Turner.
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Geeie. Miss
the
High School was held Tuesday
called on Miss Ruth Geeie who is a
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Anderson and
student at the Normal School
George Anderson all of Lowell. Mass, morning. The subject assigned in
HELP BLADDER
Miss Elsie Stahl has employment spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. the senior room was proper table
MAKE THIS Me TEST
manners; in the Junior room, a gen
with Mrs. Carrie Miller in Waldo Edgar Wallace.
Drink six glasses boiled or distilled
George Wakefield recently went to eral class meeting; ln the sophomore
water dally.
You know what hard boro.
water does to a teakettle
If poor
W. W. Brown of Winslow's Mills Damariscotta where he will make hls room, proper methods of introduc
bladder action causes getting up nlgttls.
frequent desire, scanty flow, burning was a business caller Saturday in home with his brother Stephen tion; ln the freshman room a class
or backache, help flush out excess acids
meeting to plan for Book Week.
Wakefield.
.
and Impurities by improving the ellmi- , this locality.
The annual Inspection of Wiwurna
nation
Use buchu leaves. Juniper oil
Hazel Winchenbach and Anne
Mrs. Clinton Gross was a Rockland
and 0 other drugs made Into green
Winchenbach returned , home Sun Chapter. O.ES. was performed Tues
tablets Just say Bukets to any druggttt. visitor Friday.
In four days If not pleased go back and
Mrs. Laura Turner, who was a re day after a visit with relatives in day night by DD.GM. Louise Blag
get your 25c Charles W. Sheldon. Drug
den of Wiscasset. Crystal Chapter of
gist; C. H Moor & Co
cent visitor at the home of Mr. and Lawry and Friendship.
Damariscotta, Grace Chapter of
Thomaston and Pogonia Chapter of
South Bristol were guests. Supper
was served by an efficient committee
of which Mrs. Mary Kaler was chair
man. A pleasing program was given
following the Inspection with Mrs.
M. Louise Miller as sdloist and Mrs.
Sace Weston and Mrs Rena Crowell
as readers Mrs Sarah Stafford was
chairman of the entertainment com
mittee.
Laxative Bound Worm Expellee

Mow enjoy HOT WATER

on our

SPECIAL

1C
Rate ■

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred S Davis arc
visiting relatives in Rockland. Mass.. ’
and Taunton. Mrs. Lettie Collamore
is caring for the Davis home during i
thelr absence.

Miss Barbara Pitcher of Boston
spent a couple of days recently with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn
Pitcher.
Mr. and Mrs. Orsran Dodge of ™
Woolwich were recent callers on Rev
and Mrs. T. H. Fernald.
Mrs Chester Spear and son
Chester of Warren passed the week
end at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Al- j
vin E. Wallace.

priced field!

A brand-new Chrysler Royal!
A low-priced fine car . . . new
style from bumper to bumper!
. . . a big, roomy car! ... a
power-packed economy car!

Chrysler engineers have cre
ated an amazing new engine . . .
the Gold Seal ... 93 horse
power . . . with the highest
compression for its bore the
world has yet seen.

Then . . . new car style . . .
new roominess . . . new riding
ease ... all at a new low price.
GOLD SEAL PRINCIPLE
GIVES NEW POWER WITH
ECONOMY

Gold Seal — Chrysler’s new
economy engine —is dynamite
under complete and velvety con
trol . . . super-high compression
. . . new larger exhaust valves
of Austenitic steel . . . uses ordi
nary zasoline. Gold Seal gives

MOST MODERN
MOTOR CAR'

the eights!

LOW • PR/CED F/ELD
Chrysler invades the low-

AMERICA'S

DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
THE GREATEST OF

...4V ENTIRELY
MEW CHRYSLER INVADES

three or four more miles per
gallon than many cars of much
less horsepower.
With Automatic Overdrive t
it gives even greater economy
at touring speeds.

Chrysler Royal is lithe, sleek,
dashing ... a wonder for room
. . . 43K inches wide at the
windshield ... 53 inches at the
center pillars . . . 54 '■» inches at
rear pillars . . . worlds of leg
room, head room, elbow room
.. .spacious, level tonneau floors.

Amazing new Aero Hydraulic
Shock Absorbers . . . built like
the landing mechanism of an
airplane. They combine with
Airflow weight distribution and
Amola steel springs to give such
a ride as no other low-priced
car ever gave before.
Positively regal trim! Superb
upholstery and appointments!

Every famous Chrysler engi
CHRYSLERS

A H

D

in the field of luxury cars, Chry
sler presents two beautiful new
masterpieces. In the thousand
dollar range. .. the big, powerful
Imperial . . . with the comforts
of length and size, the beauty
of long, sweeping lines, the fin
est of appointments, magnificent
performance from 110 horse
power.
In the 1937 Airflow . . .
America’s most modern mo
tor car. With new beauty,
new longer, lower lines, new
interiors . . . with exclusive ad
vantages of room, riding com
fort and safety made possible by
Airflow design.

PLYMOUTH

OH

heater

supply.

you need never give it a thought.

When you

want hot water it is instantly available!

lc

ELECTRICITY

FOR WATER HEATING
Greater economy is possible too, for you
get a special low rate of ONE CENT per kilo

watt hour for ail electricity used in excess of
200 kwhrs. a month when you use this storage

type electric water heater.
Come in and let’s talk over this ONE CENT

THK VOfSIIB — Hotpoint** new,
modern ntyle nqiiare-typc Electric
Witter Heater completely lamtalled
for only $I2K. S.1 down. SI weekly
(payable monthly)
FREE INSTAL
LATION on oar rcgalnr plan.

• STEP UP YOUR USE a STEP DOWN YOUR COST •

The "63’s” met Thursday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Andrews.
High scorers were Maurice Simmons,
Lee Andrews, Harding Coid, and Miss
Esther Monaghan.
R. H. Hupper of New York city was
weekend guest of hls mother, Mrs
Joel Hupper.
R. G. Leonard of Bangor is spend
ing several days at hls cottage in
“The Heart.”

A

•fo CHRYSLER ROYAL

.93 horse

body types. #715 and up. Four-Door

Sedan #815.

it

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL
.110
horsepower, 204-inch over-all length.

Six body types. #925 and up.

Four-

Door Touring Sedan #995.

it CHRYSLER CUSTOM IMPERIAL
. . . 130 horsepower, 223-inchover-all

length. Two body types.
it CHRYSLER AIRFLOW . . . 130
horsepower, 213-inch over-all length.

Two body types,

#1475.

tAutomatic Orrrdrire ia atandanl on Chrysler Air
flow and Custom Imperial. Available on all 1917

Chrynlers at slight additional cost.
All prices list at factory. Detroit

★ Ask for tbe

Official Chrvtdrr Motors-Commercial Credit Com

pany Time Payment Plan.

ANO UP

. . LIST AT FACTORY . . . DETROIT

AT___________________________________________

ROCKLAND, MAINE

W

GULFPRIDE OIL?
Because only GULFPRIDE starts from the
finest Pennsylvania crudes ... is refined to
thc same point as other fine motor oils . . .
and is then further refined by Gulf’s exclu
sive Alchlor process!

This process is the most efficient ever de
veloped—the fruit of 15 years’ research by
Gulf scientists—men who stand behind every
Gulf product.
Read the facts on this page. Then drive
into any Gulf dealer’s—and replace your old
summer-worn oil with WINTER GULFPRIDE!

(Above)-MANY WORLD'S
RECORDS on land, sea, and in
thc air have been set with GULP*
PRIDE OIL. Racing drivers, fliers,
speedboat pilots swear hy it. Proved
in the toughest competition. GULFPRIDE will outwear, outlast, and
outperform any oil you eser used io
your carl

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper spen'
the weekend with Mr and Mrs. A. J.
Rawley at their cottage at Norton
Pond.

water heating rate.

at Chrysler dealer showrooms.

HY is it that no other motor oil in all the
world can deliver the performance of

Dwinal Stanley is on a hunting i
trip in the Greenville region.
Misses Charlotte Jones and Edith
Holmberg visited recently at the
Thomaston home of Mlss Jones- j
aunt, Mrs. Sara Montgomery.
W. Sherwood Cook of University of
Maine was weekend guest of his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Cook
Mrs. G. N. Bachelder was a visitor
Friday at the home of her mother. !
Mrs. MacKenzie in Wallston
Mrs. E. R. Maxwell and Miss
Frances Roberts are visiting relatives
in Massachusetts.
Ivan Simmons returned Friday
from a hunting trip, but not emptyhanded—a good sized deer was hls
cargo.

Front the moment it is connected

B I S F I AY

632 MAIN STREET,

MARTINSVILLE
there's no guesswork about your hot water

and 1937 Airflows are on display

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON

Mrs. Edna Turner and Mrs Delia
Jackson attended Pomona Grange
last Saturday in Warren.
Mrs. Clarence Harding of Auburn- j
dale. Mass., was at her summer j
home here for the weekend.
Oretel E. daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Franklyn L. Pitcher was married
Saturday night to Nelson N. Win
chenbach, son of Mr and Mrs. Perley
Winchenbach of the Cove, thus cul
minating in wedlock a romance en
during since childhood. This young
couple who have always made their J
home in this section, have numerous
friends here who shower them with
a wealth of good wishes.

WITH an electric storage type water

SEE THE CARS
The Chrysler Royal. Imperial,

power, 199-inch over-all length. Ten

NEW 1937 IMPERIAL . . .
AND NEW 1937 AIRFLOW

WORLDS OF ROOM/

N E W

neering feature . . . Valve-Seat
Inserts... Floating Power.. .timetested, genuine Hydraulic Brakes
. . . Safety All-Steel Bodies . . .
finger-touch, shockless steering.

THE ALCHLOR PROCESS
removes all sludge and residue.
Proof: we took 6 of the finest
Pennsylvania oils we could buy
and put them through the Al
chlor process. It removed 20%
waste from already highly re
fined oils! Be wise-get GULF
PRIDE—the only oil that has
this head start.

(Left)
WATCH OUT LOR WINTER! Dont let
it nip your car! Drain out heavy summer oil and
refill with WINTER GULFPRIDE. This oil far
exceeds all U. S. Government specifications for
winter motor oil. It’s de-waxed twice to flow
freely below zero. Starts quickly. Saves motor
and battery. Change now!

BE PREPARED ’
CHANCE TO

ULFPRIDE

' IN SEALED
CANS ONLY

*

(8336'

Household Requisites For Fall and Winter
At Prices That Please
Each and every item barked by our reputation (or quality mer
chandise maintained over a period of 78 years.
Deflcrtair. Metal Centre Window Ventilator
8 in. high, adjustable 21 to 37 in. wide, 35c each. By mail 45c.
11 in. high, adjustable. 21 to 37 in. wide. 55c each. By mail 65c
O'Cedar Mops, Slip On Pad S1.00 and 81.50. By mail 10c extra
Solid center. 75c. By mail 85c
Floor and Wall Duster. §1-00. By mail 81.10
Mop Wring: rs, family size. 82.75. By mail 82.95
Empire Wall Drycis 85.75 and 86.00, including line
Balcony Clothes Dryer. S13.50.
Galvanized Pails 30c to 85c
Galvanized Iron Ash Barrels. 82225, 82.50, 83.50
(ARM,

DAIRY

SUPPLIES — SC CCS

POULTRY

Kendall & Whitney
rr FERAL

ond

TEMPEL

STS.,

PCRTLANO

MAINE

SCHEDULE

WINTER

1936—1937
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 14
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
SERVICE TO

VINALHAVEN, NO. HAVEN, STONINGTON,
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND
FRENCHBORO
Read L'P
P. M.
Ar 6.00
Lv 4.40
Lv 130
Lv 2.45
Lv 1.30

Read Down
A. M.
5.3C Lv SWAN'S ISLIXI)
............................................
6.39 Lv STONINGTON
............................................
7.30 Lv NORTH HAVEN
.............................................
8.15 Lv VINALHAVEN
.............................................
9.30 Ar ROCKLAND
......
Subject to change without notice

Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamboat Co.
TELEPHONE 4C2

ROCKLAND, ME.

rES Wffcwifc
VALUES!!
''
-------------------------

lar®'

-AND WE HAVE PiCKED OUT A LOT OF EXTRA SPECIALS
WE KNOW YOU WANT. DON'T MISS THESE BARGAINS.

AHAGERS^CLERKSWEEK<z A EB
"WELL CURED"

CHEESE

POUND

3 LB

tTIN
,nb 62c

22c

TIN

27c

LB

WHITE OR COLORED

SPRY

SOMA PEACHES 2

27c

2

CANS

2

PKGS

A&P PEAS

35c
pound 5e

BULK RICE

PITTED DATES
CAKE FLOUR

TOILET PAPER

DEAMC
SJt-AAiixO

DROME
DARY

25c
4 ROLLS 17c

SWANSDOWN
WALDORF

25c

PKG

* NO. l

ANN PACE-plain

J CANS I ▼ c
PEANUT BUTTER SU„T'2'S?C29<
OR WITH SAUCE

MARSHMALLOW puffs

19c •

SHREDDED WHEATNBC2 «=s 23«

RUMFORD BAKING POWDER,

can 19c

OTHER SUGGESTIONS at A&

DEL MONTE PINEAPPLE
DEL MONTE PEACHES
WILBERT S NO-RUB FLOOR WAX
SPARKLE DESSERTS
CRANDMAS MOLASSES
SUNDINE ORANCE JUICE
JUMBO PEPPERMINTS
CREAM DROPS
REDDY FIRE KINDLER
SLICED

23c
18c
43c
4 PKGS 15c
21C
2 29c
2 25c
10c
10c

LARGE CAN

LARGE CAN

CAN

EXCEPT COFFEE

CAN

CANS

CHOC. COVERED

lbs

CHOC. COVERED

LB

CLEAN — SAFE

PKG

- ---- -—

FRESH FRUITS and VEGETA BLES
SML
DOZ ZjC

ORANGES> LGE
S
DOZ 3 5. S29«
GRAPEFRUIT 3 « 19c 5
STAYMAN APPLES
5

ICEBERG LETTUCE

MED

2

MUSHROOMS

FOR

25c

LBS

25c

heads

POUND

SPANISH ONIONS

15c
33c

5 ^s 25c

THOMASTON

"ALL MEATS ARE DOUBLE U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
AND GUARANTEED TO SATISFY OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED."

SUNNYFIELD HAMS

BOTTOM ROUND

S

ROAST

LB

29c

LB

29<

BRISKET CORKED BEEFsm29<
HEAVY STEER

Thick End
Salt Pork
Frankforts

CORNED
BEEF

27c
LB 17C

LB

BRAND—LB

19c

Smelts
Oysters

2 lbs 25c
northern

pT 29c

th& Tamili/!"
K variety of Bread for every occaI sion, and a price for every purse.
Made of the finest ingredients,
scientifically baked. Nourishing,

ttSty, delightfully different. *

WHITE BREAD
RAISIN BREAD
WHEAT BREAD
RYE BREAD

-food Stores •

NEW WARDEN NAMED

SHIP AHOY !

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column not to

FOR SALE

For the Washington County exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 Arco Hot Water Heater (coal or
Mrs. Josephine W. Stone enter
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tained 11 members of the Federated
lines five cents each for one time
A Rollicking Musical Comedy in 1 hree Acts
Unit — Ernest Woodward tional
oil), Waltham Gun Type Oil Burn
10 cents for three times.
SU words ,
Ladies' Circle Tuesday aftea-noon.
er, 30 gal, Seamless Range Boiler,
make a line.
Transferred
Lion Gas Heater, automatic time
Under the auspices of The Parent-Teacher Association
Plans were made for the annual
control, Laundry Gas Stove. All
Christmas fair which is to be held
Changes in the Washington Coun
excellent condition
Bargains if
Benefit Milk Fund
Dec. 1 in the Congregational vestry,
ty unit of the warden force of the ; LOST AND FOUND ; you ran use them.
and sewing was done for that pur
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Department of Sea and Shore Fish pose. During a social hour tea was
eries were announced by Commis
ONE truck chain lost Monday morn
served.
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12-13
ing on Broadway W M LITTLE. 360
41J MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
sioner Feyler Tuesday.
W.C.T.U. meets in the Methodist
Broadway. Tel. 532.
135-137
134*lt
Under the direction of Adelaide Cross
I \ estry Friday at 2.30.
Eaniel Johnson of Lubec has been
Book, Carleton S. Hadley appointed to fill a vacancy in that
Simon Halm, of Cambridge. Mass.. Music and Lyrics Ted Williams
X
u
4
is spending this week with his father,
section of the coast. As the result
♦
I
I Roland Hahn.
WANTED
of the death of William L. Atwater of
♦
ACT ONE
Mrs. William Brown has returned
X
Scene 1—On board the S S. Bel Santo. A Summer Afternoon.
Jonesport. recently. Ernest Wood
; to Waterville after spending a few j
2 ln
I HAVE Just made some new sour kraut.
Scene 2—The same. Five days later.
ward has been transferred from W. F. SIDENSPARKER, Warren, Me. ~ $1.15 gal. New kraut pickle $1 gal.
days as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lionel j
13
5
*
137
• Doctors claim good for your health. E.
ACT TWO
Corea to Jonesport. A warden for
' F. Jealous.
129-137
POSITION as housekeeper wanted. :n A. DEAN. Rockland. Tel 671-J
At the Hotel Norida in Raycerne. the Principal Port of Bel
the Corea territory has not been ap a small family, no children. Write W E .
AUCTION — Reconditioned
Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Grover, whose
Santo. The next day.
care of Courier-Gazette, or Tel. 451-12. storage household furniture, all kinds,
pointed as yet.
I marriage took place recently, were
136*138 1 p. m., Nov 14, Riverside hall, AppleACT THREE
The Department now has 27
135*137
MIDDLE aged woman wanted to do ton T J. WILLIAMS
guests of honor at a picnic supper
housework Apply C. A. TOWLE. AppleScene 1—Grand Ballroom at the Home of Ward Davis, Raycerne.
HOUSE banking brush for sale; also
wardens
on
duty.
These
men
cover
' party given Monday in W. O. Masters'
ton Tel. 11-12.
035*137 any size trees for lawn C. E. GROTTON.
The next evening.
the entire coast and the principal
135-tf
GIRL wanted for kitchen work to go 138 Camden St . Te! 1214-M
hall. The guests included 55 neigh
Scene 2—The same. Later that night.
home
nights.
Tel.
669-M,
75
Broad
street.
islands carrying out the work of the
TOY female puppy for sale, a beauty
Time: The Present.
bors and other friends, who presented
135-tf for $5. at 42 Fulton St., City. Tel 960-R.
Cepartment in maintaining and im
a floor lamp to the newlyweds the
WOMAN with school girl wants house
__________ 135*137
proving the standards of the fish keeping position with middle aged, or
presentation speech being made by
WHEELCHAIR for sale, slightly used,
elderly gentleman. Write A. K Care cash $15. P. 8. YOUNG, RFD Box 86
CAST OF CHARACTERS
ing industry.
Courier-Gazette
135*137 Vinalhaven________ ____________ 135 •13'/
Joseph Bradlee. There was an en
tin order of their appearance)
POSITION wanted, as allround cook.
tertainment and dancing. In a mock
THIRTY-THREE ft, power boat for
Dotty Kendrick, an American Girl .............................. .... Victoria Anastasio
HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and sale, good condition Price reasonable.
wedding, the characters were: Bride, Carl Davis, Mary Ann's Brother................ -.................
Willow Sta.. Rockland.
87-tf RUSSELL T, WEBB, Stonington. Maine,
Donald Marriner
Mrs. Alonzo J. Spalding: groom. Mrs. Herb Mullen, a Big Good-Natured Boy ......................... ....... Francis Havener
PLATFORM scales in good condition Tbl. 8-2._________________________ 135*137
wanted Tel Lincoln llle 11-21. ERNEST
BRUSH for sale. $3 per load W R.
Edgar Libby: minister. Horace Vose: Captain Busberry. a Ship Captain ............................... . ........ Edward Peaslee
JOHNSON. RFD. 1. Box 89. Camden
334*136 MURRAY, Rockport. Tel. 511 Camden
ring bearer and flower girl, Mrs. Mrs. Grace Johnson. Dotty's Aunt ............................... ............ Virginia Gray
__________
__________ 136*138
Boris, Aide to Prime Minister............ ............................. Reginald McLaughlin
YOUNG lady to assist manager ln , HOUSEHOLD goods
Loring Orff. The Georges River Jack Dennis, a Playwright .............................................
Roy Joyce
circulation of national weekly wanted late Mrs Levi Turner, for sale, of the
Knox St.. ThomRamblers furnished the music; the Gustav Rufus Rundatti. Prime Minister of Bel Santo.... Gordon Richardson
High commissions and transportation I aston. Maine.
136-138
paid. Chance to travel South. Call MISS
Ramblers played. “Silver Threads Mary’ Ann Davis. Daughter of Consul Davis...................................Felice Perry
BRUSH
and
loam
for
sale. Delivered.
WIERBY at 484-M. 2 to 4 p. m . and 6
to 7 p m.________________________ 135'137 Call 23-W WILLIAM ANDERSON. West
Among the Gold;" vocal solo, “I Love Ward Davis. U. 3. Consul to Bel Santo............................. Richard Elllr.jwood
136-138
LOCAL opening November 18 for one Meadow Road
You Truly." Miss Alice Tuttle with i Pierre De3oeuf, a Bogus Count.................................................. Leighton White
Peggy, a Waitress............................................................................Mary Havener
reliable man as dealer for the Fuller
CHICKENS, ducks and geese alive or
mandolin accompaniment by Lewis
Brush Company. Lower prices with a dressed FREDERICK MONROE. South
DANCING CHORUSES
bigger volume ot business make this Thomaston., Tel. Rockland 647-14
Tabbutt; accordion music by Horace
necessary Preferably with car and mar
135-137
Vose; "Sweet Sue" by the Ramblers; Harriet Wooster. Virginia Haskell, Barbara Derry. Norma Havener, Barbara
ried Average earnings $3275 weekly.
SMALL wheelchair for sale. cheap.
Murray, Jean Ciukey. Dorothy Sherman. Ruth Thomas. Mary Egan. Maizie
Sales
experience
not
necessary
as
we
Call 793-W after 4 p in
tap dancing by Alfred P Chapman, Joy, Kathleen Chase. Ruth Pike, Bernice Havener. Anna Pellicane. Josephine
135-tf
train you For Information write FUL
FANCY grade A McIntosh apples lor
LER BRUSH COMPANY. 704 Chapman
Jr.
| Pellicane, Maxine Perry. Virginia Rackliffe, Katherine Delano
Bldg. Portland. Maine
135*137 sale by peck or box. NICHOLS FARM.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Lavendar J
SINGING CHORUS
Atlantic Highway. Wonen.
134-136
EIGHT Jersey cows and hellers for
and daughter. Stepheny. are now re- Mary Dodge. Nancy Snow. Nathalie Edwards, Ruth Rogers, Marion Ludwick.
sale; truck body. 7x9'j ft., goo$j as new:
siding in Astoria. Long Island. N. Y.,' Ruth Rhodes, Patricia Allen. Arlene Sprowl, Ruth Packard. Lorraine Rich
1 Clarion parlor stove, ln good condition;
| heavy soft wood, mill slabs, sawed 4 ft.
the Liberty Mutual Insurance Co Ruth Oliver, Evangeine Murray, Ethel Hayes, Angelina DAgostino, Viola Lrfsafety features built into the
or stove length MEADOWBROOK FARM.
with which he is connected having We?'mouth' Sylvia Hayes. Eleanor Ames, Dorothy Frost. Frances Hatch, Vir- Buick cars for 1937 is this horn
I Union. Tel. 9-4
134*136
® g-nia Tyler, Hester Hatch. Susanne Perry. Richard Havener. Jack Huke, Free, ring mounted on the steering wheel
HIGH Pedigreed Co.-aita Police Dog.
transferred him from Washington. D. Blackman, George Robishaw, Carl Libby. James Hayes. Richard Karl. Milton of the new cars. Within finger
U7 months old. weight 92 lbs. black,
C.
Rollins, Richard Barnard Henry Dodge. Clarence Childs, Elmer Lufkin, Earl reach from the steering wheel, it
| for sale Fine watch dog. very vicious to
strangers: price $90. B H WETHERBEE,
Fred Jealous, a student at Bow- ' Sukeforth, Albert Winchenbach. Jimmy Harding, Harold Heal
makes it unnecessary for the driver
j Plea-.ant Point.__________________ 134*136
to remove either hand from the
MUSIC Al. NUMBERS
doin College and a fraternity brother.
1 GEESE for Thanksgiving, order early.
wheel to sound the horn as when
Act One—Scene One
Tel 1-41, Warren. W A CREAMER
Walter Rawson, of East Braintree.
passing another car or sounding a
1. Overture.................................._..................................................instrumental
’_____
134*136
pedestrian warning. Since the need
Mass., motored from Brunswick 2.
BRUSH for sale. Trucking of all kinds.
Opening- Sailing Sunny Seas
Carl. Dotty and Chorus for horn warning usually coincides
Tuesday to spend Armistice Day with 3. “When We're Alone'' ...............
Tel 384-M
134-136
.... Carl. Dotty and Dancing Choru
with a need for two-handed control
DRESSING for sale. ELI STAPLES.
the former's parents, Mr. and Mrs. 4 “Too Good To Be True"............................................... jack and Mary Ann of the car, the device is regarded
Tel 107-R
134*136
5. "By The Fireside ............................................Mary Ann. Jack and Chora,
as an outstanding contribution to
Lionel F. Jealous.
COTTAGE lots for sale, of the John
safe driving.
Scene
Two
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar W Haskell re
Rollins Estate at Hosmer's Pond. J. A.
6 “Bells of Bel Santo" ......... ......................................................Carl and Boys
BROWN. Camden. Te', 598.
131*136
turned Tuesday to Deer Isle after 7. “Big Old Moon'.................. . ...................................... ................. . ..........jack
HOUSE trailer for sale, fully equipped,
being guests for a few days of Mr. 8. "Ship Ahoy .............. . ............... ....... Jack. Chorus, and Dancing Chorus
nothing
else
to
buy.
Cost
$600.
will
sell
Legal Notice
for $400 cash. Write 'TRAILER' care
and Mrs. Hiram Libby.
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
Act Two
Courier-Gazette.
133-138
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
..........................Principals and Chorus
Mr. and Mrs. J. Edward Elliot are 9. Reprise—"Bells of Ben Santo"
EXCELLENT, fitted, hard stove wood
10. 'Where'a the King' ....................................... Boris. Principals and Choru5
WHEREAS. Mary F Handy Johnson of
for sale, seasoned: $675 per cord; de
spending this week in Greenfield
In the County of Knox and 1
livered. $9 ROBERT NUTT. West Rock11. "Rose Bowers
.....................
Mary Ann. Girls and Dancing Chorus Rockland.
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed j
while hunting.
POft
________________________ 133*141
I 12. “Shuffle ............................................................Dotty and Dancing Chorus dated March 25th. 1932. and recorded ln
SMALL pigs for sale. $2.50 up F. a:
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Barry re 13. Finale
........... —.............—....... -.........-.....................Jack and Chorus Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 230, Page |
KIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Tel
438. conveyed to the undersigned. Fred I
turned to Bucksport Monday after
321-W.
132-tf
Act Three—Scene One
A Thorndike, of said Rockland, a certain
Opening
.......
...............................
...............................................
......
Ensemble
lot
or
parcel
of
land,
together
with
the
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
a weekend passed with Mr. Barry’s
Samples and knitting directions free H.
.............................................................................. Dancing Chorus buildings thereon, situated in said J
mother. Mrs. Ellen Barry.
i ,6 ,SSlyUuneU5
on the South side of Otis
A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine. 127-138
The Counts a Vile Imposter'
Herb. Peggy. Rundatti and Boris Rockland,
Street, bounded and described as fol
POCOHONTAS soft coat. $8 50; hard
Mr. and Mrs Richard O. Elliot and 17. "The Only One ....................................... Mary Ann and Dancing Chorus lows. to wit:
coal. $15; coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN,
BEGINNING at stake and stones on
......................... .............. Ensemble
Mr. and Mrs. Harold F Dana went | 18- Fmaletto —.............. ,.........
Tel 84-2. Thomaston.
123-tf
the Northwest corner of land of heirs '
Scene Two
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
Wednesday to Boston where they are
of Lois H Webber; thence North 14
MANUFACTURING CO
132-tf
East by land of William H Coombs,
to spend the remainder of the week { 19. Reprise—' Big Old Moon”....... . .............................„............. _........ Chorus seventy-four
(74> feet to said Otis street: j
20.
USED pianos, uprights; for sale, or "to
while attending the New England I 21. Reprise—"Too Good To Be True"............... Florence Molloy, Tap Dance thence Easterly by the Southerly line of
let for the season Phone us. Rockland
Reprise Rose Bowers .......................................... Principals and Chorus said Otis street, thirty-eight (381 feet
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Bankers Convention, making the 22. Finale............................................ _......................................Entire Company to stake and stones; thence South 14® j
_ ____________
132-tf
West
about
seventy-three
(73)
feet
to
trip by way of Auburn in order that Piano...........................................................................
GUERNSEY cow for sale JAMES SUL................................... Charlotte Hopkins stake and stones at land of Lois H
—-......
LIVAN. Glen Cove, ife.______
134*136
the latter's sons. James and John, Violin .................................................Z"""..™'"
............................................
Albert Marsh Webber; thence Westerly by said Web
lot about thirty-eight < 38> feet, to
EXCELLENT bargain ln used sedan.
-............................................Albert Jones bers
might accompany them and remain Drums.................................
the place of beginning, being a part of I
Low mileage, 'ess than 31.000 ARTHUR L.
Production Managers—Kent Stanley. Russell Hewett, Leroy Brown
the premises conveyed by« Hiram A
to visit their grandparents. Judge
ROKES Tel. 880 City ___________ 134-136
Dunton to Martha M. Simmons by his
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood.
and Mrs. James A. Pulsifer, mean
warranty deed dated June 18. 1909, and
^ler cover _also lumber. T. J CARrecorded ln Book 149. Page 144. Knox
time.
jLL. Tel. 263-21. Rockland.
132-tf
Reg of Deeds, and being the Westerly |
iover arm tores
part of the premises conveyed to Cllf- i
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage,
At a business meeting of the
5 min. wall; from Main St- some Im
ford A Hamilton by George M Simmon*
Baptist Choral Society it was voted
provements. $1600. House 7 rooms, good
4>y his warranty deed dated March 28.
AND UP
cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
1921. and recorded ln Knox Registry of
to give a public entertainment Wed
Deeds. Book 188. Page 292. also see deed
acres,
clear field, on good road. 5 miles
Your Old Range Taken in
nesday night. Officers elected
dated June 10. 1921 given by the said 1
from city, $1000. House 7 rooms, good
Exchange
cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
George M. Simmons to Clifford A
at this meeting were: President. Ray
Lucky Iodyl Sk«’» Bound For Clover Form Stores
Hamilton, correcting the Easterly bound ' Atlantic Ranges are available in
can be had, 8 or 10 acres, on tar road
near village. $800 House 5 rooms with
as given in the above referred to deed
mond K. Greene, of Rockland; vice
to buy a big basket of borgoins during tki week
Black and All Enamel Finishes
Also
giving a right of way over a cer
cellar, lights, center of city, $800;
ol wondedul Four-Leaf-Clover savings.
president, Charles M. Starrett;
another house 6 rooms with garage
tain driveway on the property of Cllf- 1
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
ford A Hamilton, being Just Easterly of I
I lights, water. $600. Will sell anv of these
treasurer. Mrs. Leila W. Smalley;
the premises conveyed by this deed
for small payment down, balance as
secretary. Miss Estelle Moore.
j rent. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330.
Being the same premises conveyed by
Clifford A Hamilton to Ralph T Clark
j Many more not listed.
129-tf
William Hall returned Sundav to
by his warranty deed dated July 24. 1924. i
and recorded ln Book 200. Page 314. Knox
New London. Conn., to rejoin the
Registry of Deeds.
10 lbs bulk 47c
yacht Rene, after spending the past
See deed of Ralph T Clark to Mary F '
TEL. 9o0
Handy Johnson, dated August 10th. 1925. .
10 LB. CLOTH BAG, 49c
two weeks, with his parents, Mr. and
and recorded ln Knox Registry of I 31S-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
BROWN
OR
CONFECTIONER'S
Deeds. Book 207. Page 382
Mrs. Albert Hall.
47-tl
And whereas the condition of said
The boys' and girls' basketball
mortgage has been broken.
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic
2 lb packages 13c
Now. therefore, by reason of the
Street to let. lights, flush MRS W S.
teams of Thomaston High School will
breach of the condition thereof. I claim
KENNISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W
SWIFT'S SILVERLEAF
WORK SAVERS!
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
!______ _____________ __ ____________ 132-tf
play the Alumni teams, Friday at
Dated at Rockland. Maine. November
FURNISHED apartment, two rooms
_
By Valletta TaylorAndrews gymnasium at 7:30.
2 lb packages 27c
10th. 1936.
[ and bath, with heat and lights to let.
FRED A. THORNDIKE
;
$5
week. Foss House. 77 Park St Tel.
Mrs. Ellis C. Young, entertained
CLOVER FARM
136-Th-142
! 330 Unfurnished rent, six rooms and
her bridge club Monday night her
bath,
water free. $15 month, one-half
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
2 packages 13c
double house, range connected for hot
guests being Mrs. Herbert Wheeler,
WHEREAS. Merton L. Thurston of
water. V. F STUDLEY.
135-tf
FLAKES OR GRANULES
i Mrs. William Vinal. Mrs. Dana Stone,
Boston, ln the County of Suffolk and
WESTERN side, unfurnished apart
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, by his
Mrs. Howard Beattie. Mrs. Edgar A
ment to let. 14 Summer street Oilburncr,
mortgage deed dated October 5th. 1934,
2 lge packages 39c
bath, garage MISS ANNIE F'RYE 134-tf
and recorded ln Knox Registry of Deeds.
Ames. Mrs. Douglas Vinal and Miss
Book 242. Page 78. conveyed to the un
FIVE-rooni
apartment
on
West
SUNKIST VALENCIA—252 SIZE
Eleanor F. Seeber.
Prizes were
Meadow road to let Rent reasonable L.
dersigned. Fred A Thorndike of Rock
land.
In
the
County
of
Knox
and
State
A
THURSTON.
468
Old
County
Road
awarded Mrs. Wheeler and Mrs.
dozen 27c
Tel. 1159.______ ___________ _____ 134-136
of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land
William Vinal. Lunch was served by
situated ln Rockport, ln said County of
THREE-room apartment to Jet. all"
Knox
and
State
of
Maine,
and
bounded
the hostess.
modern conveniences. 31 Ocean street.
as follows:
I MINNIE MILES.
133-tf
BEGINNING on the Westerly line of
Parent-Teacher Association meets
j TEN-room house on Warren street to
ver arm tores <meat£
Spruce Street, ln range of the Northerly
tonight at the High School assembly
let. all modern Improvements; rent
line of land on the opposite side of
reasonable. ROBERT COLLINS. Tel. 77
said street; formerly owned by Henry B
hall at 7:30. The program will be the
Crane; thence North about 79 West, at
132-tf
PINE
TREE
DIVISION
right
angles
to
said
street
line,
nine
(9)
presentation of the Minstrel Show
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms. 2nd
rods, to a corner; thence South about
floor. Bath, lights, oil heat, garage lf
which was recently given by a group
11 west, nine i9» rads to a corner;
desired. Fine condition. Suitable for
thence South about 79 East, nine (9)
of High School students.
r-’iple. C. A EMERY. Tel 436-M 130-tf
rods to the Westerly line of said street;
EWING in a heading on curtains
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
Mrs. E F. Woodcock was one of the
thence by said street North about 11’
Mechanic St, suitable for one family lf
to make them the right length
East, nine (9) rods to the place of be
75 mothers who visited Bates College
dest-ed
Lights, flush MRS W. S. KENginning Containing one-half acre.
for the windows is a Job that many
MSTON, 176 Main St . Tel 874-W 132-tf
Also another certain lot or parcel of
for the first annual Mothers' week
women heartily dislike.
So, cur
land
adjoining said property and
NEWLY decorated apt. to let? four
tains which have headings that can
end. held at the college recently. Her
bounded and described as follows, to wit;
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
be adjusted to the right length for
BEGINNING on said street at a stake
daughter Elizabeth is a member of
__________________________ ________ 132-tf
and stones, to wit. an Iron bolt, at the
the windows, without need for tak
I FOUR-room apartment to let. all
the Senior class. The program,
Southeast corner of land of George W
ing a stitch, are a real joy.
modern, at 48 Grace St. Tel. 133.
132-tf
Lane; thence North 73'- West by said
For instance, many of the Ameri
which included visitation of classes,
Lane's land, about nine <9» rods to Iron
APARTMENT to let at corner of
can-made
lace
net
curtains
in
the
bolt at land formerly owned by Fred
a banquet, athletic exhlbitons. and
i Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable.
stores these days come with two
E Richards; thence South about 24’
MRS LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St. 132-tf
several social gatherings of mothers
West, four and one-h lf (4'-l rods to
or three rows of slots across the
FOUR-room apartment to let
ail
land of the late Edward S Philbrook to
and their daughters, was sponsored
top, each rpw spaced a short dis j modern. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK
stake and stones; thenre South 78' East
tance
from
the
other.
You
can
mea-*
LAND
WATER
CO..
Tel
634.
132-tf
by the Women’s Athletic Association
by said Philbrook s lai-d nine (9) rods,
sure your windows, from the top of
more or less, to Spruce Street: thence
and the Student Government Asso
the casing to the sill, which is the
North about 24 Ea ' by «ald Spruce
X
ciation of the college.
street four (41 rods ten (101 links to
most popular way to hang glass
»

Charles T. Smalley

FOR SALE

Aflanfic
RANGES

<S>C

F

<"B>

S

M9.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

SUGAR,

TO LET

SUGAR,

LARD,

CORN FLAKES,

CHIPSO,

ORANGES,

SC10

•
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ATTRACTIVE
Because It’s Expert

COURIER-GAZETTE

JOB PRINTING

EARLY MORNING
(For The Courier-Gazette)
O. sleeping world, awake at last.
I meet you ln the dawn
To watch your golden head be crowned
By hands of early morn.
I breathe the scent that’s your per
fume—
The freshness of your dew
And taste Its flavoured splendor
Before 'tls sipped by you. . .
I hear that which awakens you—
The faint beginnings of a noisy world
That, once stopped short, now moves
again,
Its silence Into 6ome dark dungeon
hurled. . .
|
My hope Is that you will kindly smile
Upon any soul that swells to such bliss.
And hide in other waiting hearts
That feel a fraction this!
—Nlckl Rush

Only experts work on your print
ing here . . . men who look upon
each job as a creation.
dexterous,

they

produce

Alert,

work

that is beautiful, printing that

sells for you.

Get Our Low
Estimates First .. .

said Lane's land to an .ron bolt, at the
place of beginning
Together with all buildings on the
above described premises
Together with all furniture, furnish
ings and fixtures now contained In the
dwelling houses on the above described
premises.
See deed of Bernice G. Lovejoy to
Bernice B. Thurston, dated March 29th.
1934. and recorded ln Knox County
Reg. of Deeds, Book%37, Page 225.
See deed of Bernice B. Thurston to
Merton F. Thurston, acknowledged May
25th. 1934. and recorded In Knox County
Reg of Deeds. Book 239. Page 247.
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken.
Now. therefore, by reason of the
breach ot the condition thereof, I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Rockland. Maine. November
10th. 1936.
FRED A. THORNDIKE

136-TU-142

curtains in tailored style—then de
cide which row of slots is the cor
rect row for the rod to be slipped
through.
That’s all there is to it. If your
rod goes through the second or
third row of slots or loots, the top
of the curtain is turned back on tho
rod, and the curtain and the window
get a neat finish.

READ THE ADS

; MISCELLANEOUS 4
X*-***-**-**^«,^^^^n$
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
___________ _______________________ 132-tf
ATTENTION7
Worthwhile Spiritual
Reading You may ask questions 25c and
stamp. G. A. A. JONES, Bluehill Falls,
Me136*138

WE BUY

OLD GOLD
CLARENCE E. DANIELS

THE TIMES

f

JEWELER

370 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

®SOCi ETY
Mrs. L. A. Walker and Miss Mina
E. Tower were at Bates College last
weekend, Mrs. Walker spending the
time with her daughter Elizabeth,
a member of the freshman class, as
part of a special g athering of
mothers.
The Rounds Mothers Club meets
tonight with Mrs. Donald Kelsey,
Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe was host
North Main street. It is the annual
ess at a beano party, sponsored by
meeting.
the food committee of Relief Corps
Fair Friday evening. Winners were:
Sleeper Bible Class met Monday
Mrs. Bertha Higgins. Mrs. Adelma night with Mrs. Evelyn Hix, Masonic
Mullen, Mrs. Inez Packard, Mrs. street.
Elizabeth Gregory, Mrs. Maude
Cables, Miss Ruth Hatch and Mrs.
Wawenoek Club met with Miss
Ada Brewster.
Minnie Smith Monday night. Cur
rent events was one feature of th*e
Mrs. Herbert Hall spent the holi
program; roll call was answered with
day in Wdbdfords, visiting her
quotations from Van Dyke; paper, by
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Leavitt.
Mrs Hattie Keating, “Geographical
Members of the Thimble Club en and Historical Palestine.” The next
joyed an evening of sewing Monday, meeting will be with Mrs. Frances
at the home of Mrs. Earle Ludwick. Norton on Mechanic street.

Mrs. Edward Gonia was hign line
The Rubinstein Club Chorus ap
peared with other artists in concert when Chummy Club held its weekly (
with Les Camarades Musicaux Mon contest at cards Tuesday night.
day evening at Bath. A full report
Mrs. Lelia Benner. Miss Lcnore
of the program is deferred to the
Benner,
Edward Benner and Harold
next issue.
Savage spent the holiday ait Mt. |
“Greek Mythology" was the sub Vernon as guests of Mr. and Mrs j
ject discussed at the Thursday meet John F. Savage.
ing of the Delphian Society, which
T H E. Club was entertained by '
was held at the home of Mrs. Maude
Smith. Topics were “The Nature of Mrs. Gertrude Boody. Monday night |
Greek Mythology and the Greek Uni Late lunch followed cards.
verse.’’ “Era Before the Deluge,"
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike was hostess
“Dieties of the Heavens, Dieties of
to
the Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday
the Sun, the Air, and the Moon;
Dieties of Love. War and Crafts- ev*nln« bridSe honors going to Mrs.
manship "Hemes, Hestia. and' Lesser RalPh Smith and
CollaDivlnlties." Discussion followed the more'
topics and at the close of a very
Tlie Utility Committee of the Aux
profitable afternoon, 6 o’clock tea
iliary Pair tSlTV.) of which Mrs.
was served by the hostess.
Nellie Achorn is chairman, is spon
soring a beano party Friday night at
Miss Margaret Adams and Miss
7.30. at the home of Mrs. Grace Kel
Winifred Coughlin motored to Dex
ler. 28 Elm street. The public is in
ter Tuesday, and spent the holiday i
vited.
with Miss Rose Adams at the Wassookeag School.
Adriel U. Bird of Boston made a
short call at hts home in tills city
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Clarke and
enroute to Moosehead on a hunting
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Smith of
trip.
Marlboro. Mass., were holiday guests
of Dr. and Mrs. Edward Peaslee.
Dona,d Marsh“^;brated
Summer street.
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his seventh birthday by entertaining

Miss Ruth ScarTott" was home from at a luncheon and theatre «jarty'
her teaching duties at Kent's Hill to '71,6 following friends were guesti:
spend the weekend with her mother *Emma
PeasIee' Nathalie Post
Mm. Mary Scarlott.
D“ne Cameron'
s^ar_____
lene Perry, Carol Ann Wolcott, Greta
The Masonic Assembly will be held Nelson. Anna Bullard, Lulu Nystrom.
in Temple hall tonight. Serving as Lena Hayes. Paul Halligan, Richard
a committee are Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Senter. Richard Clark and Charlie
True of Hope, Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Pcrri'
Crozier, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Howard
------and Mr. and Mrs George St. Clair, ! A grouP of women’ aU of whom
Members unsolicited please take werc fOrmcrl>'
residente
i met recently at luncheon at the
sandwiches.
______
i Park Avenue home of Mrs. Theresa
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton E. Morse , Worthington Grants, New York city,
and Mrs. Nellie McKay spent Armis- ' They were Miss Madeline Bird of
tice Day in Gardiner, as guests of Trenton, N J.; Mrs. Dorothy Bird
|Snow of Miami. Fla.; Mrs. Marie
Mr. and Mrs. Puller Douglas.
Keene of Montclair. N. J.; Mrs. Nan
Mrs. Ernest Adelman gave an Fillsbury Yates of Garden City, L. I.;
unique birthday party for her son Mrs. Mary Keene Gillmore of MontJohn David Spillane Tuesday after-: clair. N j ■ Mrs. Anna Richardson
noon, at the home of his grandpar- ■ of New York city and Mrs. Kenneth
ents. Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Shepherd. ] p. Lord of Fort Hamilton. New York.
In keeping with the holiday spirit j------------------------------------------------the rooms were decorated in red.
white and blue. The dining table at
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
tracting special attention with its
dainty appointments carried out in
similar color scheme. Clever placecards represented forts flying smal'.
American flags. Lunch was aug
mented by three birthday cakes. Be
fore entering the dining room the
children formed in line, and marched
through the rooms, receiving their
paper caps at the hand of Mrs. J. W.
Oliver, those of the boys represent
ing trench caps, while the girls' caps
were fashioned after the style of the
Red Cross nurse.” Accompanied at
the piano by Mrs. Adelman, the chil
dren sang "America,” after which,
standing before a flag-draped picture
of Washington they recited the
“Pledge to the Flag." Games and
music were enjoyed, the young host
and his mother obliging with q piano
duet. An amateur contest followed,
each performing according to his
talent—all being worthy of high
Adolph Zukor
praise. By unanimous vote Stirling
Clarence (.Mulford's
Alden and Sandra Thurston won the
boys' and girls' prize for their clever
and original tap dancing. Prizes for
the peanut hunt went to Lewis Coltart and Jeannie Elliot. While the
older guedts were enjoying lunch,
David’s mother related an interesting
bit of family history, concerning
I
A Poiomounl ReUat* with
Brigadier General Wardsworth of tlie
Revolutionary War from whom San
WILLIAM BOYD
dra and Betty Thurston are descend
George Hayes * Gail
ants. David received many nice
Sheridan • Evelyn Brent
gifts. Those present: Mr. and Mrs.
FRIDAY NIGHT IS
Edward Thurston, daughter Betty,
Mrs. Walter Thurston , daughter
AMATEUR NIGHT
Sandra of Camden; Mrs. Anne Alden
TODAY
and grandson Sterling; Mrs. Harland
ROSS ALEXANDER
Hurd and daughter Christine, Mrs.
in
"HERE COMES CARTER’’
M. O. Wilson; Mrs. J. W. Oliver,
Jeannie and Donald Elliot, Freda
Thompson, Georgia Jackson, Lewis
Coltart, Cynthia Greely, Robert and
Richard McIntosh. David and his in
TEL. 409
fant brother Jan Adelman.

HOPAlOfiG
CASSIDY
RETURNS

ROCKPORT
George Crockett and Henry Bohn-|
dell went Tuesday to New York to
attend the automobile show.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hale of Dark
Harbor were weekend guests of Mr.
i and Mrs. Frederick F. Richards.
The G. W. Bridge Club was enter
tained Tuesday afternoon at the;
home of Mrs. Annie J. Gardner,
Highland Square.
Miss Olive E. Libby, who has been
spending three weeks with her
mother, Mrs. Ada Libby, went Tues| day to Los Angeles, to resume her
duties with the State of California
Board of Education, a position which
she has efficiently held for 20 years.
Frederick F. Richards and guest
Lester Hale, attended the BowdoinMaine game Saturday at Brunswick.
The Nitsumsosum Club and hus
Did you ever stop to think that no
bands were entertained at bridge
Tuesday night at the home of Mr
two men arc exactly alike in bank
and Mrs. Clarence Munsey in Rock- I
balance and that to cater to a city
land.
full of men, a store like this must
A large brooder house is being
have ALL priced clothing?
erected on the premises of Oren
Jackson with Fred Eelms of Sears
Maybe you were a S45 overcoat
mont in charge of the work.
man until an insurance premium
Miss Ruth Orbeton has returned
put crimp into your plans. Maybe
to Gorham Normal School after
you werc going to put S40 into a
spending the weekend at her home.
suit until a dentist's x-ray knocked
She had as guest a classmate, Miss
Peggy McIntyre of Bluehill.
your plans galley west.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bryant and
No matter what amount you are
Mrs. Mary Bryant of Searsmont were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. O. P
building up or reduced h>. we have
Jackson.
On Armistice Day the
the clothes and no one need ac
Jacksons entertained their daughter,
cept a reduction in style just be
Mrs. George Butler and family.
cause he has had an increase in
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick F. Rich
other expenses.
ards and son Gerald and Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Hale enjoyed a motor
trip Sunday to Dover-Foxeroft.
Fall Suits and Topcoats
Miss Mary Havener of Portsmouth,
N. H. is visiting her grandmother,
$20 to $45
Mrs. Gertrude Havener.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Helstad have
New Shirts
as guest for a few days Miss Annie
in attractive patterns
E. Ervine of Round Pond.
Maynard Graffam was at home from
$1.50, $2.00
Milo to spend the holiday with Mrs.
Graffam at their home on Mechanic
New Slippers
street.
Walter Carroll and Kenneth
$3.00,
4.00
I Knight werc lucky hunters in eacli
■ bagging a deer, with one fox thrown
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
in for good measure, and this within
four miles distance from their home,
the place being near Dodges Moun
tain. C. E. Rhodes, Sr. however,
went them one better by shooting a
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
cieur near the Fred Priest home.
i within two miles of his home.

SMASHING VALUES
FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13-14
LADIES’ 25c RAYON UNDERGARMENTS

25c Value

17c each

At Gregory’s the fall

59c each

MEN’S HEAVY HOSE
9c pair

DRESS AND APRON ENSEMBLE

MEN’S DRESS HOSE, FANCY
9c pair

as the fall clothing.

S1.25 Value

$1.00 complete

1

Capt. F. R, Spofford

■ Adolph Zukor presents

"Valiant
IS IHE

WORD FOR
CARRIE*
A Paramount Picture with

GLADYS GEORGE
ARLINE JUDGE

JOHN HOWARD
and HARRY CAREY

NOW IPLAYING
“MAGNIFICENT
OBSESSION"

with
IRENE DUNNE,
ROBERT TAYLOR

MAT. 2, EVE. 6:30 A 8:30
CONT. SAT. 2:00 to 10:30

NORTH HAVEN
The Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co. goes on its winter
schedule, Nov. 14 witli steamer
North, Haven leaving Swan's Island
at 5.30 a. m.. Stonington 6.30; North
Haven 7.30; Vinalhaven 8.15. arriv
ing in Rockland at 9.30. On the re
turn she will leave Tillson's Wharf.
Rockland at 1.30 p. m. making wav
landings and arriving at Swan's
Island about 6 o’clock.
136-137
Rytex Christmas Caras are used by
prominent Movie Stars, writers, art
ists and Social Leaders . . . yet their
price is only 50 for $100, including
your name on the cards and 50 en
velopes to match. See tlie new 1936
samples at Tlie Courier-Gazette.
Postage 10c.—adv.

BRIDGE AND TABLE COVERS
25c, 39c, 69c each

FELT BASE FLOOR MATS

(these are extra gjod values)

10c, 15c, 20c each

LARGE CROCKERY MIXING BOWL
10c each

BELGIAN RUGS

SPECIAL LOT OF SPONGES

$1.00 each

Mostly 20c Value
iSold a* high as SI.98 by some stores)

10c each

GREY ENAMEL DUST PANS

BLUE ENAMEL ROASTERS
49c, 69c, 89c, 98c

19c each

21-2 QUART GREY SAUCE PAN

TWO POUND BOX RIBBON CANDY
29c box

10c each

EARLY SHOWING OF CHRISTMAS GOODS. MAKE YOUR SELECTION NOW!

E. B. CROCKETT 5&10c to $1 Store
410-412 MAIN STREET

Masonic Installation

Capt. Frank R. Spofford of Rock
land died suddenly Tuesday aboard
the yacht Gamecock, owned by Don
ald D. Lodge of Philadelphia, sum
mer resident of this town.
Capt. Spofford sailed from here
this fall in command of the yacht
for southern waters. Mr Dodge hav
ing a winter home in Charleston, S..
C. Death is said to have been due
to heart disease.
The body was taken to Wilmington.
Del. and will be accompanied here by
Mrs. Spofford and one of her three
children, who were at Charleston at
the time of her husband’s death.

NEW LINE OF

Sizes 14 to 44

GREGORY’S

The annual installation of officers
icf St Paul's Lodge F.A.M. was held
The Eight Chums Club met at the
' Monday night at Masonic hall with
home of Christine Newhall, Broad
Rt. Wor. Adin L. Hopkms of Camden
way, Tuesday afternoon, following
' as installing officer, assisted by Wor.
school. A program of songs and
| A. Burton Stevenson. Jr., as granri
piano solos was given by the mem marshal and Bro. Russell W. Thurs- ]
bers, and refreshments were served. I ton as grand chaplain.
As Gloria Johnson, one of the mem
Those inducted into office were.1
bers of the Club, leaves today Worshipful master. W. Leman Oxton: j
(Thursday) for New York City, ( senior warden Cecil H. Annls; junior'
where she will make her home, she warden, Russell W. Staples; treat-(
urer. Winslow F. Dillingham; secre-;
was presented with a gift. The I rary. Charles
Cavanaugh; chap- '
other members of the club, Joan
j lain, Russell W. Thurston; marshal.'
Berman. Ruth Emery. Virginia GlldWor. Guy H. Annis; senior deacon.
den, Martha ^Lceman. Christine New
Burton E. Lowell; junior deacon. El
hall. Elaine Poust, and Louise Veazie,
mer M. Crockett; senior steward. I
are very sorry to lose Gloria from,
their membership. The next meeting William E. Ingraham; junior stew
will be held at the home of Miss ard. Herbert E. Buyer; tyler, Orris
E. Burns.
Poust, Talbot avenue.
A past master's jewel was present
ed lo retiring Worshipfudl Master E
Samuel Dow by Rt. Wor. Ralph U.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Clark of Rockland Interspersing the
program were selections by Fish's
Crchestra; vocal solos by Donald
Welt and L. True Spear. Jr. and
V»“’"
trumpet solo by Max Andrews.
C(*rrl. Lc V*° '
At the close of the ceremony a so
cial hour with refreshments was en
joyed in the banquet hall.
• • • •

Only 15c per garment

SPECIAL-LOT OF MEN’S SWEATERS

prices fit as smoothly

Mrs. C. Earle Ludwick entertained
Thimble Club Monday night.

LADIES’ HEMSTITCHED UNDERWEAR

CAMDEN
Oscar Chapman. Lawrence Dailey
Wayne Chapman and Rc'oert Monroe
have returned from a hunting trip at
Mopang on the Airline Road. They
brought back three bucks and a small
doe.

The Central Maine Power Co., will
conduct a cooking school at the
Congregational chapel under the
direction of Carrie Williams Fowler,
Nov. 18, Dec. 15. Feb. 16 and March
23.

The St. Thomas Women's Guild
will meet today at the usual hour.
The Press Herald Tuesday told of
a suicide note being found at a Weot
Falmouth farm, signed by John
Whyott alias Philip Mylin. claiming
to be from Camden. The man was a
restaurant cook and had been em
ployed on the Quoddy Project. The
Camden directory does not give
either name.
The annual installation of Amity
Lodge, FAM, will be held tonight,
Thursday, and these officers will be
installed ty District Deputy Adin L.
Hopkins: Worthy Master, Jesse H.
Bates; senior warden. Karl Thomp
son; junior warden, Harold Wilson;
senior deacon, Clarence Thomas;
Juhior deacon, Horace Robinson;
secretary. Leslie D. Ames; treasurer,
Fred W. Elwell; senior steward. Don
ald Rollins; junior steward, John
Felton: tyler, Lovell Thompson;
chaplain. Warren
B. I Conant;
marshal. Richard Damery. The in
stallation will be attended by Masons

ROCKLAND, MAINE

•

and their ladies, and will be followed tal with his name on the danger list. | hospital. He was burned on the
by dancing and refreshments.
Mr. Barnes is chief engineer on the 1 hands legs and arms and received
The W.C.T.U. will meet with Mrs. motor barge Mary L. Connolly and severe bruises when he Jumped into
Charles Cleveland Friday afternoon. was in the engine room when the ex ! the water.
________________________________
The annual Thanksgiving dona plosion occurred. The barge was
tion party will be held at Community unloading gasoline. Mr. Barnes was
Hospital Nov. 19 from 2 to 5 o'clock. enveloped in flames before he
Vegetables, canned goods. Jellies and realized what had happened. Know• • • Yield quicker to the
any housekeeping articles wiill be | ing his only escape from death was
>
Poultice-Vapor action of
gratefully received. Refreshments j the water, he leaped overboard. He
will be served to guests.
was rescued and taken at once to the
Alonzo Reed of Boston, Irving
Eugley. Bertram Eugley. Russell Heal,
Ralph Heal. Ralph Brown, Roger
Heal and Dan Prey of Lincolnville
and Clarence Mitchell have returned
from a hunting trip in Washington
county. Each broght back a deer.
Miss Teresa F. Arau leaves this
morning for Malden, Mass., where
she will be guest of Miss Aldine Gil
man.
Lucky gunners Tuesday and Wed
nesday were: Irving Hansell a buck;
Milton Dyer a doe; Richard Black
ington. a doe; Emerson Wadsworth,
a buck; and Charles Rhodes, Ken
neth Knight and Walter Carroll of
Rockport each a doc.
The Congregational Ladies' Circle
and
will meet at the parish house Wed
nesday and the monthly missionary
If vou like to score high in fashion as well as
meeting will be held.
at bridge, wear an Enna Jettick dressy shoe
* • • •

! C^est Colds

for bridge and tea in

Pumps

Burned in Explosion

Friends of Frank E. Barnes, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Barnes of
Megunticook street, who was serious
ly burned Nov. 2 in a gasoline ex
plosion will be pained to learn he is
still in the Chelsea Memorial Hospi

AND
SIZES 1 TO 12
WIDTHS AAAAA TO EEE

Straps

to winter afternoon affairs. Maybe a pump
trimmed with buttons or a bow—maybe a
dainty T-strap. Any of them will do you
v*roud—and keep you comfortable as well,
b'or these light, dresaed-up shoes, like all
Enna Jetticks, have been carefully bandflexed by master craftsmen.
/ I anelU

With new button trim
ming on tongue. Hlui k
or broun kid or suede.
Sites 4 to 9; widths
AAAAtnC.f6

FINAL CLEARANCE AND AUCTION
SALE!
Everything Must Go Regardless of Cost!

BEDROOM FURNITURE, LIVING ROOM
FURNITURE, RUGS,
FLOOR COVERINGS AND DRAPES

Green, broun, black
suede', black, broun
kid, ftabardine; patent.
In sizes 1 to 10; uidths
AAAA to C. >0

ALL TO BE SOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION
FRIDAY, NOV. 13, at 2.30 P. M. and 7 P. M.
SATURDAY, NOV. 14, at 2.30 P. M. and 7 P. M.
AND EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
UNTIL EVERYTHING IS SOLD!
FREE PRIZES TO THE LUCKY PERSON PRESENT AT EACH
AUCTION

PRINCE’S

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

DECORATOR AND HOME FURNISHER

25 ELM STREET,

America's Smartest Walking Shoes Go Places Comfortably

CAMDEN, ME.
136*14

A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD FOOTWEAR

432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day
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AIDING THE UNEMFlOYED

With Extension agents

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

pn

pared by the women present and
The Knox-Lincoln County Dairy served for dinner.
Herd Improvement Association has
Tenant's Harbor is to have a
been started. The tester is Robert
"Christmas Suggestion'’ meeting,
Edgecomb of Hampden and the first
Nov. 18 at Mrs Gertrude Hupper s,
herd to be tested is that of B H
home. Each woman is asked to take
Nichols of Hope This will be fol
some suggestions that would make a
lowed by Jethro Pease's herd, also in
nice gift. Mrs. Elizabeth Coolbroth
Hope; and the third herd will be that
and Mrs. Ormand Hopkins are serv
of H H Nash of Camden. A com
ing on the dinner committee.
plete list of herds will be given next
• • • •
week County Agent Wentworth, and
The Rockland Farm Bureau is
Donald Corbett, assistant dairy
planning to serve another of those
specialist, are arranging the schedule
fine public suppers Nov. 20 at their
of calls.
hall at 6 Mrs. John Gardner Mrs
Every cow In every herd will be
Ruth Levenseller. Mrs. Alice Wyllie
tested and profit per cow will be kept
and Mrs. Ethel Connon are on the
tn a special herd book that Is kept by
committee. The price is 35c.
tester Edgecomb. A monthly publi
• « • •
cation, the ''Milk Pail' will be sent
4-H Club Notes
to all members of the Association
The first 4-H Club to be started ln
and to others who request It. giving
a complete summary of all herds in Rockland was organized Saturday
the eleven Dairy Herd Associations afternoon at the home of Mary
Evelyn Ulmer, who has been selected
in the Slate.
• • • •
as the club leader. Mary has been
Orders for over 500 fruit trees for a club member for five years. “Lime
Knox and Lincoln counties went into City 4-H" is the name selected with
the State Horticulturist this week. the following officers; Martha
McIntosh and Corland seemed to be Seavey. president; Geraldine Bourbeau. vice president; Naomi Richards,
thc important varieties ordered.
secretary: Barbara Bartlett, treas
urer; Ruth Rogers, color bearer;
With Thc Homes
Lucille Melvin, cheer leader; and
“Clothing Accessories" is the sub
Dorothy Melvin, club reporter. These
ject of the Whitefield Farm Bureau
girls are all taking the sewing pro
meeting to be held Tuesday. Nov. 17
ject, Five cents a month was
at the Grange hall with Mrs. Grace
voted by the girls for the dues. The
Bailey as leader.
next meeting will be Nov. 14 at Miss
South Thomaston has a meeting
Ulmer's home. At this meeting each
on the same subject Nov. 20 with Mrs.
girl ls expected to be equipped for
Oeorgia Aylward as leader. Mrs.
making a sewing kit.
Elizabeth Mitchell and Mrs Bernice
61eeper are serving on the dinner
The first new 4-H club to be
committee.
organized in Knox-Lincoln is the
• • * •
Progressive Farmers 4-H" of Pleas
Mrs Mona Farrin and Mrs. Helen
antville with Clifton Meservey, local
Jordan. South Bristol, are the lead
leader. Club officers elected were;
ers of the "Underwear Construction'
Edward Young, president; Philip
meeting to be at Mrs. Jordan's home.
Simmons, vice president; Arthur
Tuesday. Nov. 17.
Wotton. secretary ; Owen Hutchinson,
Mrs. Sidney Evans, and Mrs.
treasurer and club reporter; William
Madeline Colby. Wiscasset, are plan
Young, color bearer; Clifton has been
ning to go to Sheepscot to conduct
leader of the Union Junior Farmers
their “Underwear Construction"
i for six years and was a club member
meeting which is to be held at the
in the Union Seven Tree for eight
Methodist Church vestry on Thurs
years besides being assistant leader
day, Nov 19. Mrs. Selena Verney.
for three years.
Mrs Ruth Leighton and Mrs. Lucy
• • • •
Averill are serving on the dinner
Seven Tree 4-H of Union reorgan
committee.
ized for their seventh year of club
• • • •
Mrs Emelyn Bridges is the leader work with Mr. John Howard, local
of the Camden meeting on “Supper leader, with the following officers;
Dishes Wednesday. Nov. 18. Some Willard Howard, president; LeRoy
delicious supper dishes will be pre- Hunt, vice president; Austin Lucas.
Agriculture

IT’S MIGHTY FINE

Manager Dyer ol National Employment Bureau
Tells What’s What

AND THE

If you are looking for a Job, at- j schunds. Doberman Pinschers
tempting to staff a factory, or try-1 other rare German dogs.
secretary; Albert Mieskelainen. treas
urer; Leon Esancy. color bearer;
and Rudolph Hesselgren. club repor
ter. The club voted on 5c per month
dues. —Austin Lucas—Club Secretary
• • • •
For the State Seed Show to be held
at the Lewiston Armory November
17. 18. 19. 4-H exhibits from KnoxLincoln county have been selected at
county contest as follows: Beans:
Guilford Payson and Wilfred Hobbs,
Hope; canning: Marion Hobbs. Helen
Fish, Jefferson; Winona Dow. Jeffer
son; Clara Brownell. Hope; and
Marguerite Millay. South Liberty;
sweet com; Harry Kierstead. Aina;
potatoes: Walter Henry. George's
River road; Maynard Thurfow. Hope.
Marion Hobbs as winner in the Ball
Brothers' Contest for having the best
fruit and vegetable exhibit at County
Contest will compete ln the State
Ball Brother s Contest that is held at
the State Seed Show.

ing to locate a maid with whom it
would be safe to leave the children,
you no longer have to carry on your
efforts alone. In almost every com
munity ln the country you will find
a public employment office administered by The State or the Federal
Government that will help you.
Finding Job Opportunities

TO COME

IN TO A WARM HOME
Winter gales...falling snow...icy roads make

and

indoor heat pleasant...luxurious...healthy!

Old and New Methods of Employ
ment: A Concrete Example

D&H Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE furnishes

warmth...with the least attention and the utmost

Let us take a concrete example ot
old-style hiring and hiring via the
Employment Service. A certain de
partment store ran a classified ad
vertisement for 50 salespeople to assist
at a special sale. The following i
morning. Instead of tlie hundred or
so young women that were anticipat
ed an eager scrambling crowd of j
1600 presented ttheirJselves. When
the dust of the battle had cleared
and the personnel manager was able
to take stock of the situation he
found the following:

in economy.
up fuel.

No need to open all drafts—eating

D&H provides proper heat in sub-zero

weather without wasteful forcing.

M.B.4C.0.PERRV

John Jobhunter, the Government
519 MAIN ST.
TEL. 487
realizes, is typically an earnest,
competent individual. His problem
is recognized to be not an individual
one but part of a much larger situa
tion. a situation governed by forces
Debit
beyond his control. Seasonal, cycli
iTHE SOUTHERN CRUISE
cal. or technological unemployment
25 hours of the personnel staff's
may be little more than names to time spent in 5-minutc interview,
[ Tlie lead in the Southern Winter
him. although the fact of hls unem- with the first 30G applicants who apCruise Contest has changed into tne
nployment is a very painful reality plied.
hands of Edna Gregory, who at the
In this plight the Government offers
1550 discouraged job seekers.
last counting was in fourth place
him the services of a free public
$310 wasted in carfare by unemfrauds Havener Junior, last counlemployment office, to which thou- ployed people who could ill afford it.
I ings leader, is now in second berth.
sands of Job openings are reported
Edna Oregory .......................... 4220
each month. A much larger number
Credit
4183
Francis Havener Jr
50 salespeople chosen, more or less I
Beachers Busy Bees have reorgan of opportunities than he could pos4125
Vivian Mullen .........
ized with the same leader. Mrs. Rus- sibly discover by his own efforts are at random
3823
Arlene
Havener
......
I Had the Employment Service
sell Blaisdell and a new assistant. thus brought to hls attention.
3537
Charles Mitchell ....
Iva Lewis Marilyn Chadwick will be What the Employment Service Docs handled the matter, the ledger acLeon White. Jr........................... 2724
President; Louise Lane, vice presi
count would have been different.
And What It Can’t Do
2513
Daisy Oray ...
dent; Celia Dyer, secretary; Beverly
The employer would have placed his j
2504
Carrie Breen
Its
purpose
is
to
conduct
a
modern,
Geyer, treasurer; Charlene Blaisdell.
order indicating exactly what type
2149
William
Cross
club reporter; Florence Lane. Color efficient system of public employment of salespeople he wanted from the
i Vera Ames ............................... 1924
offices
for
the
mutual
benefit
of
em

Bearer; and Jean Blaisdell. cheer
standpoint of experience, education.
Vivian Foster ............................ 1505
seeking work. In
leader. —Celia E Dyer—Club Secre ployers and. those
..
.
. ,,, and personality. The employment
Ellen Anderson ........................ 1068
its
own
sphere
it
performs
and
will
.
tary
,
... sprvirn
.
service
would have selected from its
pontmnp
to perform
nprform a
a public
nuhlir service
. .
Clayton McMahon ................... 1022
continue to
files the cards of preciously inter
as important (to a community as
viewed and classified registrants who
public-health clinics and schools.
most nearly met the specifications.
In addition to being of service to
£JiSL Za ivdt-k
Of these, perhaps 75 would have
individual Job seekers and employers
been referred to the employed for hls
the Employment Service plays an
final selection. The employer would
important part as an impartial, effec
have been spared hundreds of inter
tive recruiting agency for publicviews with unsatisfactory applicants.
works projects. About 11% million
If you think of walking as an
William Boyd listens as lovely Gail Sheridan pleads for him to aid her in
The other jobseekers would have
workers in the past three years have
uncomfortable duty, chances
cleaning up the wild boom town of Mesa Grande: George Hayes stands by.
'
been
spared
the
discomfort
of
the
arc that your shoes aren't right.
been referred to Government works
I
Try hand-flexed F.nna Jctticks,
trip to the store, a tiresome wait, It’s a scene from "Hopalong Cassidy Returns.”—adv.
projects through public employment
anil you’ll find yourself striding
considerable time and much disap
offices.
gracefully along and enjoying it.
Powers went Thursday to Augusta
pointment. Incidentally their good
DEER ISLE
As unemployment - compensation
Ga. where they have employment, i
will as patrons of his store would
laws are passed in each State, the
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dunham re
Otis Howe has closed the Larches I
not have been jeopardized by their
Employment Services will be called
cently visited relatives in Swan's and returned to Albany. N Y.
SIZES I TO 12
disappointment
AAAAA TO EEE
upon to perform many new func
Island
tions. Benefits will be paid through
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Gove and
m
There’s never enough Rytex Christ
SWAN'S ISLAND
the public employment offices, and
family who have been here two weeks
mas
Cards
to
go
around
.
.
.
because
they will be called upon to determine
returned Saturday to Eagle.
The Vinalhaven
& Rockland
not only the fact of unemployment ,
minute shoppers make it imposSHRErtW*®1
Rev Ralph A. White of the Deer Steamboat Co. goes on Ils winter i
but also the fact that no suitable sible to produce and supply the de
Isle and Sunset Churches exchanged j schedule Nov 14 with steamer!
employment is available to the bene mand. If you wish to save disap- pulpits Sunday with Rev. Bodwell
fit claimant.
North Haven leaving Swan's Island
polntment, we suggest that you order 0{ Sunshine.
1 to 10; .4 AAA to D and EEE
at 5 30 a. m.. Stonington 6.30; North ]
Who Registers With the Employment your Rytex Christmas Cards this
Martin Snowden witn a motorcycle;
America'* Smarten Walking Shoe*
Haven 7.30; Vinalhaven 8.15. arriv
Service?
Co Placet Comfortably
week ... the price, as of old, is only and Joseph A. Raynes with a car
The men and women who register ' 50 for $1.00 Including your name on were in collision Saturday night ing in Rockland at 9.30. On the reat the public employment office j
Both machines were damaged more turn she will leave Tillson's Wha.-f
the cards and 50 envelopes to match.
or less but no serious injury resulted Rockland at 1.30 p. m. making way
:
present
a
complete
cross
section
of
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD
unemployed workers of every trade, j| See the new 1936 samples at
to the drivers.
landings and arriving at Swan’s
FOOTWEAR
industry,
and
profession.
The
occuCourier-Oazette.
Postage
10c.
—
adv
George
Torrey
Jr
.
and
William
Island about 6 o'clock.
136-137
* PrsSslt •« NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
432 MAIN' ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
pational code used by the Service
'
_______ —________
includes 9000 different Job classifi- J
—
cations In a single day an employ
ment office may receive the regis
trations of a landscape architect, a1
soft-shoe tap dancer, a typist, a bi
ologist display artist, a wool wind
er, a laundress a glass worker, a
laborer, a tree surgeon, a delicates
sen clerk, or a mallet die worker.
Here’s the way to make sure of
Each one of these applicants is
an engine that’s easy to turn
given a private interview with a
over —quick to start—in even
staff member, who specializes in
finding jobs for people In a related
the coldest weather!
group of occupations. All the useful
Have your crankcase filled
information about an applicant’s
work history is recorded on a regis
with Mobiloil Arctic, made by
tration card and filed. When an
the Clearosol Process! This
employer notifies this office of an
opening, this file is consulted for the
double-range oil lubricates in
best qualified registrants, who are
stantly... yet gives full protec
called in for reinterviews to make
tion under high engine heat.
sure that they "fill the bill" In every
respect. The Employment Service
Get Mobiloil Arctic today!
never actually hires a worker ex
And
have your Socony dealer
cept, of course, for ils own staff.
Its function is to refer to an em
WINTERPROOF every part of
ployer the number of workers he
your car. Drive in at the sign
wishes to interview for his position.
of Friendly Service. Standard
The workers who are referred to any
openings are carefully selected from
Oil of New York, Division of
the available applicants, but whether
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
the applicant is hired or not rests
with the individual applicant and
employer.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

$5

M .

McLain Shoe Store

PLUMBING
AND

KEATING

WITH MOBILOIL ARCTIC.YOU START

The Modern Way

Let us settle your plumbing and heating problems.
Modern heating is effortless, efficient and inexpen
sive. Beat old winter this year. We are equipped
to install every type of heating equipment. Our
plumbing department is at your service.
For Free Estimate ask for

“RED” NEWHALL
Heating Engineer and Master Plumber
Telephone 730

MCLOON SALES & SERVICE
Opposite Post Office

21 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

AS A

uriih a wring,!

RYTEX PERSONAL

TEL. 730

CHRISTMAS CARDS

135-140

50

FOUR GOOD BARGAINS
IN REAL ESTATE
Note these four Great Bargains, fine localities,
situated on

Beech Street, Limerock Street, Park Street
Sweetland Street
Small amount paid down and easy time payments.
Babson says; “Buy real estate for investment

PRINTED WITH YOUR
NAME

Christmas just isn’t Christma
without these gay, heart-warm
ing Rytex Greetings.
Designs definitely new . . . ex
quisite stock . . . smart Folder
Style . . . made to order with
your name.
All this, 50 Cards and 50 En
velopes for only $1.00.
We urge you to see the com
plete Rytex Line and to ORDER
NOW!
Postage 10 cents extra

W. H. SPEAR, Rockland
1 elepbone 430
135-137

The Courier-Gazette

Uow

Employers Benefit by
Service

the

From an employer's point of view
the public employment office has
many advantages. It saves time In
interviewing, because the first gen
eral selection of applicants is taken
care of by the employment office.
Only the best available are referred
for hls consideration. In addition -o
saving him the trouble of interview
ing all applicants as they present
themselves, the Employment Service
offers the employer the benefit of
the widest possible range of appli
cants from which to choose. If his
needs cannot be met locally, the Em
ployment Service, through a system
for the exchange of information
about work opportunities can comb
the country until the right person for
the job is found. Through the use
of this clearance System, an employ
ment office recently furnished an
j employer with an expert dog trainer,
practically the only one in the cdun
try who knew how to condition Riescnschnausers, Rcttwerlers, Dach-

Headquarters in the fight against winter
the famous sign of Socony Friendly Service.

Dost be a winter "shut-in"! Run your car as much as you do in summer. Mobiloil Arctic makes
your motor quick to start. Mobiloil Winter Gear Oil makes shifting safe and easy.

WINTERPROOF* SOCONY

